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Abstract
Geometries and geometric systems are not architecture, though
architecture is geometric. Geometries and geometric systems,
because of their autonomous nature, are generally understandable
and can serve as the basis of communicable patterns expressed in
architectural form, even though they are not necessarily at the
base of man's structural understanding of environmental order. As
a method of illustration, this study focuses on the geometry of the
square, realizing its persistent and valued use in architectural
works of all peoples, in all cultures, throughout all of history.
The square is considered as the basic geometric unit which
generates the cube, the grid, and the frame. The square and its
derivatives are examined with regard to their inherent quantitative,
qualitative, and structural properties.
III
The square/orthogonal organization is compared both to concen-
tric and to topological organizations and is shown to have special
value as a structure for man's physical/architectural environment.
The observance of orthogonal and concentric organizations as
experiential phenomena in nature is found to have a major influence
on the meanings and symbolic significance which these systems have
historically held. Some historical examples are shown to illustrate
the functional and symbolic roles that the square/cube, circle/
phere, and grid/frame have played in the structuring of architec-
tural space and form.
Some architectural compositions within a square plan, by a
number of modern and contemporary architects, are analyzed, focusing
on: (1) the descriptive nature of the relationship between func-
tional/formal organization and the geometric structure of the
square, and (2) the value that the square holds in these architects'
work.
Finally, the square is shown to be the basis for two general
systems of measure: (1) open grids, and (2) grids of symmetry.
The character of these systems are illustrated through their
appearance in the structuring of natural form. Historical examples
are then presented to show these systems' use and value in
architecture.
Thesis supervisor: Maurice Smith
Title: Professor of Architecture
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Preface
Geometries and geometric systems are not architecture though
architecture is certainly geometric. Geometry is an abstract
discipline. It is a branch of mathematics concerned with the
relations, properties, and measurements of solids, surfaces, lines,
and angles. Each element, whether it is point, line, plane, shape,
or form, realizable in a given space, has particular geometric
properties which establish its identity and relatedness to other
possible elements. The mental process of defining such relationships
and properties of form is one of advanced conceptualization and is a
process of the intellect, which must be acquired through education.
It is a particular mental operation which man can employ to help
locate himself and objects in his environment, yet it is not neces-
sarily at the base of man's structural or organizational understand-
ing of environmental order. Psychological research has shown that
as a child's perceptual mechanism develops the initial structural
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relationships which are used to construct an understanding of the
world outside of the child's self are topological in nature. In
other words, the environment is perceived as a series of objects
with very general relationships to one another; i.e., something is
inside of, outside of, next, behind, above, below etc., something
else. The perception of the environment in geometric terms (quantity
of angles, dimensions, proportion of lengths, similarity of form) is
a much later development of man's perceptual abilities, one which is
abstract in nature and thus dependent upon the education of the
intellect.1 It is a process related to knowing rather than feeling,
and as Gestalt psychology teaches, conceptual information can yield
only a partial understanding of a visual phenomena. Such intellec-
tual understanding is concerned with the specific identity of and
relationships between parts of a whole, whereas "Gestalt" experience
is one of perceiving instantaneously the parts in their totality.2
Thus one may be certain that environment is not fully describable in
geometric terms.
Geometric organization, however, is a means of constructing an
internally "rational" set of relationships between forms in space.
Due to the autonomous nature of geometry, it is a universally under-
standable system and thus a plausible base for a means of communica-
tion.
1. Norberg-Schulz, C. Meaning in
Western Architecture, Praeger
Publishers, New York, N.Y., 1975,
p. 428.
2. Arnheim, R. "Review of Proportion"
from Module, Proportion, Symmetry
and Rhythm, Braziller, New York,
N.Y., 1966, p. 224.
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3. Albarn, K., J. Smith, S. Steele,
and D. Walker. The Language of
Pattern, Thames and Hudson, London,
1974, p. 110.
Geometric patterns speak to man. Patterns represent concepts
as do words, and thus are unsacrificeable for man's continued
existence. Words and patterns manifest concepts and allow one to
think about them and communicate them to others. They help develop
the process of conceptualization and thus facilitate progressive
thinking.3
The association of meaning with pattern comes about in two
ways. Either a pattern or geometric form fulfills a utilitarian
function, and draws associations from the character of that function,
or the structural properties or derivational processes of the
pattern or form appear as analogies for a non-geometric phenomenon
whose physical existence is possible only through such form. For
example, a circle represents mobility through its function as a
wheel; yet it also illustrates the concept of infinity because its
circumference has no beginning and no end.
However the precise association of form and meaning, within any
but the most elementary structure, is a difficult task. Formal
relationships, being autonomous, remain constant, whereas the meaning
of a phenomenon, being intimately intertwined with the conditions of
its context, does not. For example, geometries and geometric systems
understood only in an elementary way, as they were by the ancient
civilizations of Greece, took on magical and mythical associations
3
describing the order of their cosmos, whereas in our own day the
same geometries and geometric systems, because of advances in our
awareness of the various orders present in the world, have lost such
a descriptive value. The Euclidian geometry of the Greeks is no
longer the only spatial system conceivable in geometric terms.
Discoveries in modern mathematics have shown this and have helped us
to understand the world in a relativistic fashion, significantly
different from the absolutist custom of earlier civilizations.4
Forms used today which also had been employed in ancient times may
connote quite different associations from those intended in their
original usage.
Yet despite the devaluation of Euclidian spatial order as the
model of universal order it still remains today as the central and
most useful mathematical tool for organizing the physical space in
which man lives and builds and for conveying information about the
nature of the functional, formal, and structural relationships
existing in his environment. Architecture as a physical entity will
always be present in the realm of Euclidian space, and as concepts of
man's relationship to his physical world evolves it will be the task
of the architect to uncover geometric patterns and structures which
embody these concepts and fulfill man's functional necessities.
Thus in designing and organizing form it is of great importance to
4. Ivins, W.M. Art and Geometry,
Dover Publications, Inc., New York,
N.Y., 1964, p. 102.
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understand the nature of the beast.
This study owes its existence to my interest in "first
principles." I approach my architectural work with the need to fully
understand the process of design. The purpose of this particular
work, though, is not to rationalize that process but to find the
limits of rationalization in the making and organizing of form. I
have set out in this endeavour not to reach a conclusion which
advocates the use of a specific geometry or geometric system. I am
not striving for a moralistic stance but rather for an expose of the
characteristics of a specific geometry so that its use in subsequent
works of formal/architectural problems might be guided with addi-
tional understanding of the concrete or inherited meaning which it
carries from both its structural nature and its historical usage.
Hopefully in that way this thesis will be helpful as a source of
reference.
5
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1. Properties of the Square
The Square ...
is characterized by four equal sides and four
equal angles. Like all rectangular polygons it is a static forma,
emphasizing no single direction.
7
. . . is a bounded and introverted shape. Stable
and independent, it exhibits no sign of compression or tension from
its interior or its exterior.
* . . is the most primary shape to grow out of the
condition of orthogonality (two intersecting and perpendicular lines
which are symmetrical about one another).
. . . can be constructed with a straight edge and
compass given only the length of its side or the length of its
diagonal. This construction shows the structural affinity between
the circle and the square.
-4
8
. . . containing a square containing a square
containing a . . . exhibits the phenomenon of harmonic division.
Each square is related to the previous one by a factor of 2, the
length of the diagonal divided by the length of the side.
. * . contains two pairs of orthogonal axes of
symmetry which identify its major and minor directions.
. . . is rotationally symmetrical in four positions
about the center.
9
2. .D..... ..
The square need not be complete to remain identifiable. However,
its identity is ambiguous if too much is removed. At some point
the figure may be perceived as an "L" rather than as a square.
The compositions illustrate refleccive and rotational symmetries
within the square.
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The figure illustrates the development of the square along its main
axes of symmetry. The square retains its original interior area
while it increases its involvement with the exterior domain. There
is an evolution from static to dynamic.
These illustrate possibilities for growth which retain the square's
identity.
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If the square is rotated 45* about its center, the diagonals
of the resulting form will be coincident with the main axes o' the
original form. Such a condition shows the congruence between the
internal structure of the pairs of axes with one another. This
transformation of the original square is also responsible for the
generation of a new form: the octagon or the star octagon. The
new figure, having eight equal sides and eight verticles, contains
twice the number of directions found in the square, and is equally
(or more) centered.
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Similar transformations of the square yield an infinite
number of other regular polygons, whose only qualifications are
that the number of their sides or verticles are integer multiples of
4, the number inherent in the generating square. It becomes
immediately apparent in comparing these various shapes that the
more sides that they have the closer they approximate the figure
of a circle and thus expose the principal property of their
generation: i.e., the rotation of a square about its center point.
13
Dimensional Transformations
Because of the singular nature of the square it might be
imagined that "all other rectangles are squares which depart from
the norm by the extension of height or width."1 However these
rectangles share properties significantly different from their
parent form:
- They are dynamic, rather than static by emphasizing a
direction.
- They are similarly bounded yet seemingly influenced by
conditions either from within or from without.
- They similarly share the condition of orthogonality.
- They do not share a relationship of coincidence with the
circle.
- They contain only one pair of orthogonal axes of symmetry
rather than two; one of the two axes is emphasized.
- They are radially symmetrical about a center point but
only in two positions rather than four.
Rectangles derived from the projection
of particular dimensions within the
square.
1. Munari, Bruno. Discovery of the
Square, George Wittenborn, Inc.,
N.Y., 1965, p. 5.
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Rectangles derived from the projection
of particular dimensions outside of the
square.
Of the rectangles conceivable by varying the relationship
between the length of one side to the length of its perpendicular,
there are two families of rectangles which are of special interest
because of their "logical" derivation from the square. The first
are those rectangles whose length and width are even multiples or
divisions of the side of a generating square. The second are those
rectangles whose length and width are established by the relation-
ship between the side and the diagonal of a generating square. Both
families are rectangles which have been formed by a square projecting
its dimensions onto or outside of itself.
15
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The first family of rectangles are infinite in number and
illustrative of the process of multiplication and division of whole
numbers. The identity of a given rectangle can be derived from the
product of two numbers. The illustration of this concept resembles
a multiplication table learned in primary school. It is of interest
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to note a couple of patterns within this matrix. First, the
existence of a symmetry about the diagonal of growth serves to give
a coherent ordering to the infinite possible shapes. This diagonal
is characteristic of the form of the square. Second, along the
diagonal of the matrix are found rectangles similar in shape to the
unit square and varying from it only in size. This phenomenon helps
to illustrate the fact that growth of the square about its diagonal
does not alter the square within a concept of similarity. If we
assign numbers to each of the squares along that diagonal (products
of the length of their sides) we find as the resulting sequence the
2 2 2 2 2
familiar set of "square" numbers (1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ...N ) =
(1, 4, 9, 16 ... ). Looking again at the matrix, we uncover a
pattern of relationships between the successive numbers of this
series. "The square numbers have the successive odd numbers for
their gnomons (differences)."2 That is, the growth of the square
within this family of rectangles takes on a specific descriptional
function, which is this series of odd numbers. This is our first
example of how numbers and geometry become intertwined.
2. Ardalan, Naer, and Laleh Bakhtiar.
The Sense of Unity: A Sufi Tradi-
tion in Persian Architecture,
University of Chicago Press,
Chicago and London, 1973, p. 44.
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The second family of rectangles are also infinite in number
but they differ from the first in that the length of their sides
are incommensurable, i.e., they are quantities which have no common
measure. The diagonal of the square is such a length (V2 = 1.414...),
and using it to elongate a side of the square one produces, no
matter what the unit of measure, a rectangle whose ratio of sides
is equivalent to 1:V2 (also incommensurable).
Continuing with this process of lowering the rectangle's
diagonal, we evolve a series of larger rectangles with the follow-
ing ratios: 1: 3, 1:\4 (double square), 1:5, and so on. This
same group of rectangles also can be derived through a process of
subdivision of the square rather than extension. (These rectangles
are all incommensurable, excepting the square and double square.)
The areas of these rectangles are all measurable; they are whole
number multiples of the area of the unit square. Pythagoras's
theorem illustrates this property.
Derivation of the square root rectangles
by projecting their diagonals within or
beyond the square.
Illustration of Pythagoras' theorem.
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Equipartition of the square root rec-
tangles showing the property of
similarity between the proportion of
the whole and that of the inner rec-
tangles.
The derivational process for acquiring
"like rectangles" of any size. The
result is a proportional grid.
These rectangles are of particular interest because they share
the property of being able to be completely subdivided into a
"whole" number of rectangles all equal in size and congruent in
shape to the rectangle being divided, with no remainder.
The process can be repeated within any of the inner rectangles
and the same condition holds, yielding smaller and smaller
rectangles all congruent in shape to the initial one. This condi-
tion allows the rectangle to be constructed of parts of differing
sizes such that all parts will relate back to the whole through the
property of similarity. This is a phenomenon unique to these
rectangles; it illustrates the concept of geometric unity between
the parts and the whole of a formal construction.
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2 V5+ 1 -1.61803398875.... (so that 1.618 is a very 42 = I + 1 ga = g2 + D and more generally
accurate approximation) = + O
V5+ 322.618.... = 2 (this applies also to negative exponents so that:
1 0.618.... V5-1 +1 or 01=4*+@1,
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If instead of extending the square by dropping its diagonal
we use the diagonal of half of the square, a most unique rectangle,
"the golden rectangle," is formed. The ratio between its short side 2
and its long side is equal to the ratio between its long side and
the sum of these two sides (a:b = b:a+b, a geometric progression). A 1 1 B C
The ratio a:b (the proportional constant of that progression) is
equal to the special number, F5+1/2 = 1.618 ... ; the golden section AC _AB _ V41
AB~BC 2
or "the divine proportion," as Luca Pacioli named it, exhibits
remarkable properties both algebraically and geometrically. For
example, the unit number, 1, added to yields 2, and subtracted A B C
from it yields 1/f. In geometric terms this is comparable to
a. b
extending or reducing the golden rectangle by the unit square b+a
contained within it and thus producing resultant rectangles whose
2
proportions are either , 1/1, numbers algebraically associated
with the generating term f. Thus rectangles of differing shapes are
again associated to one another by means of numerical and geometric
relationships.
20
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The "rectangle of the whirling squares."
3. Ghyka, M. The Geometry of Art and
Life, Dover Publications, Inc., New
York, 1977, p. 13.
D E
G
ABCD= BCEF
BCEF = HGCE
etc...
C
The golden section is also unique in that it has ". . . the
property of producing by simple addition (accretion of identical
parts) a succession of numbers in geometrical progression, or a
succession of similar shapes."3 We can witness this property within
a specific divisioning of the golden rectangle. By removing a square
from the golden rectangle we are left with another golden rectangle,
this one smaller than the first. The same operation can be performed
on the inner golden rectangle and again and again . . . within the
newly generated rectangles, theoretically into infinity. Conversely,
a square can be added to the long side of a golden rectangle and the
resulting figure again will be this special rectangle. From these
operations this figure has derived the name "the rectangle of the
whirling squares."
21
B
The progression of dimensions from the sides of the smaller
square to those of the larger, within the rectangle of the whirling
squares, gives us the 0 series, The proportional constant of this
series, 0, having been generated from the diagonal of the double
square, is thus incommensurable as are the terms in its progression.
Another progression, Fibonacci series, is made up of whole numbers
(thus measurable) and closely approximates the f series; the ratio
between any two consecutive terms of the series roughly equals the
proportional constant 0. The approximation quickly becomes more
accurate as one examines the larger numbers of the series; yet the
two series never coincide.
When a curve is drawn through the intersection of the
diagonals of the squares within the rectangle of whirling squares,
a logarithmic spiral results. This kind of curve can be derived
geometrically from any geometric progression and is a curve which
represents patterns present in organic growth. Its character is
governed by a proportional constant and an initial departure value.
The logorhythmic spiral derived from the
"rectangle of the whirling squares."
22
1The golden section produces one other interesting rectangle,
the rectangle based on \9I. This rectangle, like those from the
diagonals of the square, yields a division of the whole into parts
all similar to the whole. Its sides exhibit the ratio 1:4 and its
diagonal f.
Because of the geometrical fact that the golden section is
derived from the diagonal of the double square (multiple of the 5)
it is found that the square, double square (\/4 rectangle), 5
rectangle, the golden rectangle and F1 rectangle are all geometric-
ally and numerically interrelated. Using these relationships as the
organization of form yields a geometric unity.
23
The Cube
The square finds its equivalent in three-dimensional space in
the cube, and in fact, we might consider the cube a logical deriva-
tion of the square. The cube is the extension of the square, a
dimension equal to its own side, along an axis perpendicular to the
plane of the square. The cube is a bounded, static and stable form
in three dimensional space just as the square is in two dimensions.
It similarly grows out of the condition of orthogonality but with
respect to three intersecting lines, each one symmetrical about the
others.
The cube is a regular polyhedra (with properties similar to a
regular polygon, but in three dimensions) and is related to other
regular polyhedra, via the sphere, just as the square is related to
its fellow polygons via the circle. But unlike the conditions in
two dimensions there are only a finite number of regular polyhedra
possible (five to be exact) which, since ancient times, have been
24
The five "Platonic solids."
/ \ - '1~
\ \
--
The morphological relationships between
the cube and the tetrahedron, the cube
and the dodecahedron.
called "the five Platonic bodies" because of the attention they
received in the writings of Plato. These are the tetrahedron,
octahedron, cube, icosahedron, and dodecahedron. All are composed
of either triangles, squares or pentagons, the cube being the only
solid to employ the square.
Unlike regular polygons whose forms are irreducible to each
other morphologically, the Platonic bodies do not hold such
antagonism to one another. One can in space pass from dodecahedron
or icosahedron to the cube, or from the cube to the tetrahedron.
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Beside the five Platonic solids there are other polyhedra
whose surfaces are formed by combinations of regular polygons (i.e.,
the 13 Archimedian solids). But in relation to the cube there are
few of notable character.
One of these, the cuboctahedron, is a polyhedra composed of
square and triangular surfaces. It is inscribable within the cube
and is, in fact, generated by chamfering the corners of the cube,
thus yielding squares and equilateral triangles for the faces. The
cuboctahedron defines the lattice structure resulting from the close
packing of thirteen identical spheres (12 clustered about one). It
is for this reason, along with the fact that the solid is a polyhe-
dron that gives the greatest volume for its surface, that the
cuboctahedron is found frequently as a lattice structure for certain
crystals.
The cubotahedron was frequently used
in the religious architecture of the
Byzantine Period allowing a hemisphere
to be surmounted on a cubic base.
26
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As far as non-regular polyhedra which are structurally related
to the cube,there are the right-angled parallelpipeds which are the
three-dimensional equivalents of the rectangles. Each is character-
ized by the three magnitudes of its sides.
1,1,1
1,,A
1,1,2
1/5/2,2
1, ,2 3
- the cube
- found in the papyrus of Ramses IV describing
the golden chamber
- overall volume of Egyptian furniture
- overall dimension for Egyptian and Greek temples,
and Romanesque and Gothic churches
- king's chamber in the Great Pyramid of Cheops
- Egyptian tombs; Abby Church at Maria Laach
- controlling volume of Queen Anne--Chippendale
furniture
27
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Extending the main axis of the square establishes the infinite
territory of a plane and gives an order by means of direction to that
plane. The square used as a basic modular unit can pack this plane
leaving no surface uncovered, provided that all units share the same
orientation as the initial square. This divisioning gives measure
to the plane when the unit square takes on the numerical equivalent
of "1." Thus a two-dimensional coordinate system is obtained by
which the location of a point on a plane can be identified in rela-
tion to some other point. The grid is non-hierarchical, for although
each square of the grid is centered in itself, the multiplicity of
centers negates any one center from being more important than any
other.
The square is one of three regular polygons which by them-
selves can completely pack the surface of a plane. The other two
polygons are the equilateral triangle and the hexagon. Combined in
I I
I I
I4
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The Grid
K
L
L K
Lt 11 1iLiI
Equipartitioning of the plane by either
the square, triangle or hexagon.
different organizations these three regular polygons along with
other regular polygons, form seven regular combinations in which the
vertices of the lattice are similar on all occasions, and fifteen
semi-regular combinations in which the vertices vary. This finite
number of packing organizations supplies the underlying structure
for the entire array of geometric surface patterning designs which
we come in contact with every day, patterns of order with unlimited
richness.
29
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The square grid has a number of properties which are particular
to its morphology and cause the resulting design patterns. First,
implied in the grid is a grid similar to itself, though rotated 450,
whose vertices share those of the original grid. The rotated grid
is the case of a grid made of the squares' diagonals; its module's
dimension is /2 larger than that of the parent grid. The new grid
represents a pair of directions of a different magnitude from the
initial ones.
Second, is a grid composed of the center axes of the squares in
the first grid. This net is equal in size and dimension to the
first, though it lies diagonally displaced from it, a dimension
equal to one-half of a unit square's diagonal. Visually this
pattern is ambiguous; as each grid vies for attention. The identity
of the generating module is equally unclear, for there are three
possible decompositions of the grid. This phenomenon is responsible
for the possibility of constructing intertwining patterns and for
the loss of the clear boundary of the generating unit within a
continuous pattern.
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Simple grid exhibiting a preferred
direction.
The property which is common to all of these grids is their
multi-directionality, the condition of having no preferred direction.
The square grid develops sliding divisions in its net, both vertic-
ally and horizontally, and therefore is unstable. A displacement of
alternate rows, or columns of squares, in this grid of a dimension
other' than a multiple of a whole square, yields a pattern resembling
that of bricks and identifies one direction of the net as prominent,
the direction associated with the displacement. However, equal
displacement of the grid in both directions returns the pattern to
a multi-directional orientation; this time it is comprised of two
squares of different dimensions plus a new direction dependent upon
the magnitude of displacement. The new grid is composed of multi-
centered pinwheel organizations which blend into a uniform pattern
and allow a new orthogonal organization to be established from the
old.
31
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As the square is the germ of all rectangles so might the
square grid be considered the germ of the tartan grid. In principle
the dimensions of the tartan grid can be generated by multiples of
the square module or by extension of the square module's diagonal.
The tartan grid can be directional, or non-directional,
uniform or hierarchical, centered or non-centered.
A grid can also be formed as the result of agglomeration of
multiple-sized units. The principal property of this net is its -.-
lack of shear, which would allow the pattern to shift; each unit of
the net exhibits an independence from its neighbor.
Both the tartan grid and the net of agglomerated units are
subsets of the square grid. Their construction can be achieved
through the reduction of the square grid to a selection of lines.
32
The Frame
C-
b
a
4. Guenon, R. The Reign of Quantity,
p. 172.
b
The only one of the five regular polyhedra which allows an
equi-partitioning of space is the cube. Like the square in two-
dimensional space, the cube is the basis of a three-dimensional
coordinate system. "The faces of the cube are oriented in opposite
pairs corresponding to the three dimensions of space, in other words
as parallel to the three planes determined by the axis forming the
system or coordinates to which that space is related and which allows
of its being 'measured'.' 4 This system allows for a point in space
to be located in relation to some other point by means of three coor-
dinates.
The frame pays homage to the square when it is evaluated as a
grid from three orientations. Thus the cubic space like the grid is
multi-directional, non-hierarchical, and neutral. All grid forma-
tions earlier discussed are similarly transferable to the frame.
33
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2. Man and the Square
1. Arnheim, R. The Tondo and the
Square, Lecture at Carpenter
Center for the Visual Arts,
Cambridge, MA, 1981.
The square, as has already been discussed, is the foundation
of an abstract system of measurement which demarcates, modulates
and gives direction to space, both two- and three-dimensional. Yet
despite its abstract quality it is not an arbitrary choice which is
responsible for its appearance as the underlying framework for so
many of man's creative constructions. Because of its simplicity and
its structural relationship to orthogonal order, the square, more
than any other form, is what surrounds man in the world that he has
built for himself. As Rudolf Arnheim has discovered and illustrated,
orthogonal along with concentric organizations are the two major
compositional principles found as recurrent themes throughout the
history of visual arts and architecture, primarily because of man's
observance of both of these organizations in nature.1
Orthogonal order is related to the world close at hand. As is
daily experienced, "man is incurably addicted to the horizontal plane
35
for his most intense activities . . . [And] when he stands he stands
erect to stabilize gravity."2 Thus with regard to the particular
nature of man's body, the abstract three-dimensional coordinate
system, as found within the cube, has become internalized as a
conceptual reference system by which he understands his extensions
and actions into space. Within man is an order sympathetic to this
coordinate system, the three axes of which correspond to man's
general directions of right/left, up/down, and forward/behind. In
attempting to find for himself an orientation in this world man has
externalized the internal order of his own body and has found
reinforcement for it in the macrocosm of the solar system.
It is only with reference to the heavens that
the apparent infiniteness of space can be given
direction. In this way space acquires a quali-
tative aspect. The order of the spheres and
their movements through the six directions of
north, south, east, west, up (zenith) and down
constitute a primary coordinate system within
which all creation is situated. All traditional
sciences share this common frame of reference
and, because of this commonality, manifest an
integration basic to all the creations of society.3
Concentric organizations also appear in nature but primarily
in the micro and macro scales of man's world. They are not readily
visible to man and thus understood primarily only as an abstraction.
~/"
2. Anderson, L.B. "Module: Measure
Structure, Growth and Function,"
from Module, Proportion, Symmetry
and Rhythm, Braziller, N.Y., 1966,
p. 117.
3. Ardalan, Naer, and Laleh Bakhtiar.
The Sense of Unity: A Sufi Tradi-
tion in Persian Architecture,
University of Chicago Press,
Chicago and London, 1973, p. 13.
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Planetary orbits.
Representation of a hydrogen atom.
Organized microstructure.
The shapes of planets and their paths of orbit around their suns,
the shapes of cells in organic bodies and their direction of growth,
electrical fields and the organization of atomic phenomena, etc. . .
are all concentric in organization and observable by man but only
with the aid of special equipment which serve to extend man's
perceptual ability beyond that of the day-to-day. This organization
occurs in the realm of uninterfered forces or, that is, where the
forces internal to the system are of such a magnitude that they are
nninfluenced by the forces existing in the surrounds, e.g., the
electromagnetic forces between atoms which are only very weakly
affected by gravitational force. Thus these systems, as formal
organizations, can be considered independent and self centered.
Since orthogonal and concentric organizations are experiential
phenomena found in nature they are general principles, understood
and used cross-culturally. The particular structure of these
organizational systems, as well as their association to natural
phenomena, has caused them to receive symbolic, as well as function-
al, value.
Orthogonal organization, since the beginning of civilization,
has been considered the ideal representation of the order of both.
man and earth, an order quite distinct from the apparent organiza-
tion of the landscape. The primary directions of this order,
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experientially quite different from one another, have taken on
qualitative value by way of their association either to man or to
earth as a referential body.
The vertical direction represents a rising up
or falling down, and has since remote times
been considered the sacred dimension of space.
It represents a path towards a reality which is
higher or lower than daily life. The vertical
axis, the 'axis mundi,' is therefore an arche-
typal symbol of a &assage from one cosmic
region to another.
With its correspondence to the direction of gravity, the vertical
axis has also been associated with the tragic condition of mankind,
man trapped by the physical constraints of the earthly world.
In contrast to the transcendent quality of verticality, the
horizontal directions of space represent man's concrete world of
action, his plane of movement. Within this orthogonal framework,
the directions of right/left, forward/behind, North/South, and
East/West, each pair being experientially polar, have drawn associa-
tions to characteristics of opposition in man's concept of his world:
good/bad, male/female, birth/death, etc. . . With this framework
established, space acquires a qualitative value. Actions and
constructions carried out in this space thus can take on meaning in
relation to the frameworks present. The square, or cube, being the
The Resurrection. Fresco by Piero della
Francesca (Palazzo Comunale di Borgo San
Sepolcro). Qualitative differences
between directions in man's space are
recognized in the structuring of Della
Francesca's fresco.
4. Norberg-Schultz, C. Meaning in
Western Architecture, Praeger
Publishers, New York, 1975, p. 430.
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"'atom" or module of this elaborated orthogonal world has always held
special meanings. The cube has been "regarded as the symbol of
earth, in the macro scale, and man in the micro scale."5 In its
pure form the square has been used to shape places of security,
isolation, and/or defense.
If we dream intensely at the sight of a square,
we sense its stability, we know that it is a
very safe refuge. Between the four stars of 6
the great bear, a great dreamer can go and live.
5. Ardalan, op. cit., p. 25.
6. Bachelard, G. The Poetics of
Space, Boston, 1964, p. 169.
The square and cube are the most efficient forms in their respective
coordinate systems. They delimit a bounded and finite territory
controlled by an ideal and abstract order and stand in opposition
to limitless space.
The equal emphasis that the forms give to their directions
causes them to appear centered and immobile, Thus the square and
cube are forms which are earthbound, arresting the "terrestrial
stream" within their perimeters and giving shape and order to a
domain which is static, stable, secure, and distinct from the
environment that surrounds.
The circle and sphere are quite different in character from
the square and cube. Although similarly bounded and centralized,
the concentric forms are completely isolated from conditions
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external to themselves. Free from the constraints of the Cartesian
coordinate system, the circle and sphere belong both everywhere and
nowhere. Defined simply by their center points and a single
constant distance from that point, the circle and sphere are
ordered solely by their interiors. With the generator of their
forms contained within their own bounds the circle and sphere are
entities of complete unity. Thus the circle and sphere have fre-
quently been associated symbolically with centered divine order.
Their detachment from the earthly forces suggests the ideal freedom
of both the spiritual world and the world of the imagination.
Along with radial movement, concentric systems also represent
cyclical activity around their circumferences. This organization
has stood for the eternal rhythmical patterns of nature, e.g., days
and seasons of the year. The circle is a line turned in on itself
destroying both beginning and end, and thus has symbolized for many
cultures the concept of unity within infinity.
Throughout history orthogonal and concentric systems have been
used to help structure man's physical environment. The choice
between the two systems, as.well as the way in which they have both
been used, has depended upon the building task at hand, functional
and symbolic. In general terms each of the two systems lend them-
selves well to specific kinds of building technologies. Carpenter
Hindu diagram of the universe showing
the "Rose Apple Tree Continent" with the
oceans, continents and rivers arranged
around the central mountain, Meru.
(Western India, Seventh Century.)
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societies who build primarily with linear sticks of wood yield
orthogonal frameworks whereas cave societies, building with ground
material, frequently yield circular forms. However, this is not
universally so; many times expressive need has predominated. For
the most part, orthogonal organization has been more relevant to the
task of that architecture concerned with the actions and contain-
ment of man on earth, whereas circular organization has been employed
more frequently in the formation of space related to a transcendent
ideal.
Yurta (Aiccha, Northern Afganistan). The [Hermit's] hut immediately becomes central-
ized solitude, for in the land of legend, there
exists no adjoining hut. And although geo-
graphers may bring back photographs of hut
villages from their travels in distant lands,
our legendary past transcends everything that
has been seen, even everything that we have
experienced personally. The image leads us on
toward' extreme solitude. The hermit is alone
before God. His hut, therefore, is just the
opposite of the monastery. And there radiates
about this centralized solitude a universe of
meditation and prayer, a universe outside of the
universe.7
With such a prescription of the character of the primitive hut one
7. Ibid., p. 32. can easily imagine a circular form for the structure's perimeter.
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The hut for early man was a place of protection, and a domain
in which order was manifest and clear and relative to its inhabi-
tant. The order was distinct from the landscape and served to
separate man from his surrounds, as the surrounds were the territory
of fear, chaos, and incomprehension. The hut "centered" the world
of man and was the origin of his order, just as the circle contains
the ordinate of its form. The nest of a bird as described by
Bachelard exemplifies this fact, and illustrates the circle as a
form for inhabitation.
The form of the nest is commanded by the
inside . . . on the inside . . . the instrument
that prescribes a circular form for the nest is
nothing but the body of the bird. It is the
constantly turning round and round and pressing
back the walls on every side that it succeeds
in forming a circle. 8
One can imagine that in a similar way early man constructed
his cave dwellings. But the circular form was not simply the result
of a process of construction. It can be understood as the most
efficient, secure, and defendable form with regard to the body of
man; so it served the need for establishing a place of security and
protection. By spreading his arms man could defend any portion of
his space. For primitive tribes in Australia circular space was
Village in the Samoa Islands (Polynesia).
8. Ibid., p. 101.
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Cheyenne plan of a camp circle (Western
U.S.A.).
Blackfoot teepee (Western Canada) 1905.
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preferred, even though their dwellings were free standing, because
it contained no dark, shadowy corners where evil spirits were feared
to reside. For the nomadic Indian tribes of North America the
"teepee," a conic formed shelter, embodied within its structure a
general spatial image which concretized the Indians' understanding
of the cosmos through which they travelled. Their universe, as
well as their wanderings, were cyclical and tied to the patterns of
nature as they followed the migration of animals through the paths
of the changing seasons.
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Gridded farm land (Imperial Valley,
California).
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9. Norberg-Schultz, op. cit., p. 84,
10. Munari, Bruno. Discovery of the
Square, George Wittenborn, Inc.,
N.Y., 1965, p. 5.
11. Bachelard, G., op. cit., p. 32.
However, frc the time when man first ended his nomadic
wanderings or ventured out his cave to lay claim to the land in
order that he might tend it for its harvest, he established his
presence by drawing an orthogonal grid on the ground and thus
removed it from the seemingly chaotic nature of the field's surround-
ing landscape. Such was the birth of the "templum," as the Romans
have called it: the grid of land, oriented either to the sun or to
a prominent landscape element, in which the Romans constructed their
cities and colonies.9 The grid, unlike the fickle and obscure land-
scape, exhibited clear and immutable order, which could be measured
and constructed by man and which served to control that landscape
and put it under an order coincident with both man and the universal
directions of the stars, and his heavens.
Within this general orthogonal domain of man the square and
cube have held special value. They have -been considered the
idealized generator of man's habitable space. "The square is as
high and as wide as a man with his arms outstretched. In the most
ancient writings and in the rock inscriptions of early man, it
signifies the idea of enclosure, of house, of settlement."10 For
within its own organizational system the square is the most protec-
tive and secure form and, like the circle, bounds ". . . a universe
outside of the universe."1 1
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Villa Rotunda, by Andrew Palladio
(Vicenza). House as Platonically
ordered universe juxtaposed against a
natural landscape.
The pure form of the square in its complete clarity and
abstract quality, with its specific structural properties and its
sharp distinction from the visible form of the natural landscape,
has helped man to visualize and concretize the concepts underlying
the age-old dialectic between man and nature. It has found itself
over and over again in the architecture of the "'house as cube."
Colin Rowe observes "[it] could . . be presumed to lend itself
very readily to the purposes of Virgilian dreaming. For here is
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12. Rowe, Colin. Mathematics of the
Ideal Villa, M.I.T. Press,
Cambridge, MA, 1976, p. 14.
13. Bachelard, G., op. cit., p. 27.
set up the conflict between the absolute and the contingent, the
abstract and the natural; and the gap between the ideal world and
the too human exigencies of realization here receives its most
pathetic presentation,"1 2
But this phenomenon is only possible in an environment where
the pure form lies in complete juxtaposition to its complement. The
square or circle serves as the center of a composition only in its
isolation with regard to shape or size. Similarly, the hut or house
"in a big city lacks its cosmicity. For here, where houses are no
longer set in natural surroundings, the relationship between house
and space becomes an artificial one."13 The single house, being
one of many, loses its identity as center in its participation with
others of its kind in the existence of societal form. However, the
idea of square/cube or circle/sphere as center and bounds of an
ordered and ideal place on earth does not specifically recall any
quantifiable aspects of size, material, or technique, for concepts
give shape and not necessarily dimension. The square's and circle's
symbolic form alone conveys its qualitative aspects. Thus the form
has appeared at many scales in the environments of previous socie-
ties, establishing -for these societies collective, common centers.
The house in the city became a part of an order whose origin was
outside of itself. In its place came the famous epicenters of both
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western and eastern civilizations, so many of which owe their form
to the shape of the square or the circle.
At the largest scale, the square and circle have existed as a
bounding form for an entire city, In functional terms they served
as an efficient form of defense, drawing all together into a form
of concentrated energy of available force. But in symbolic terms
they served, as in the primitive hut, to establish a walled cosmos,
an abstract manifestation of man's world view, sitting isolated from
A Square city: Tchoga Zanbil (1240 BC).
An Islamic sacred city.
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Plan for the ideal city of Sforzinda by
Antonio Filarete. 1464.
and contrasted to the surrounding landscape. The inner order was
that of either man or God, and the ideal city was that order made
present on the surface of the earth. These cities frequently were
oriented in relation to the stars; the gates opened to these direc-
tions. The inner plans were, for the most part, generated from a
center, which in ancient times often became the locus of a sacred
domain, whether temple, mountain or obelisque. With such relations
established, the walled city helped to link the inhabitants with
their understood ontological origins.
The circular form has appeared more frequently in proposals
for these cities primarily because of the form's unity. Such cities
have, for the most part, been based on the expression of a divine
harmony within a centralized and all-controllinggeneral order. The
Renaissance is replete with such examples. The universe was seen
as static and centered with the earth and man as its focus. The
first example of a Renaissance plan for an ideal city was
Filarete's, Sforzinda (1464), based on a circle with a star-octagon
inscribed. At its center point sat the main piazza around which
were located a centralized church and the palace of the signore.
The presence of man's order was articulated by the inner octagonal
structure (derivative of the square) while its bounding by a circle
described its complete autonomous nature. The resultant image was
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of a mathematically organized universe governed by an autocratic
ruler who stood in direct association with divine harmony.
The Roman City, Timgat. c, AD 100.
The square city, on the other hand, has satisfied the condi-
tion of a more active involvement of man with his earthly world.
The strongest example of this can be found in the military towns
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Diagram representing the subdivision of
space made by the Roman Augur when
consecrating a place.
and settlements of the Roman Empire. These cities grew out of a
siting in the landscape which was chosen and considered sacred
because of its particular character. That place then served as
the ordinate for a general order, abstract in relation to the actual
site.
When a Roman place was consecrated, the auger
seated himself in the middle and with his stick,
or lituus, he decided two main axes through the
center, dividing space into four domains: left
and right, before and behind . . . the cardinal
points . . . and also accommodating to the sur-
rounding landscape. 1 4
The square (or rectangular) city then grew as a result of this
14. Norbert-Schultz, op. cit., p. 84. prescribed order with two main streets assuming the position of the
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stated axes. The intersection of these streets was located at the
center of the square frame and from that place they extended in all
four directions to the walls of the city and through the main gates.
The forum, an axially organized rectangular space, was frequently
found in the vicinity of the symbolic center. These towns were all
modeled after the capital, Rome, and were considered to be micro-
cosms of what the Romans felt Rome to be--the center of the world,
established in relation to the chthonic forces, from which man
departed and to which he returned. Its image supported a vision of
conquest in which an absolute space, emanating from a meaningful and
controlling center, was spread far and wide. The square frame
served as the defendable bounds.
At a smaller scale we find the square used in plan form to
define a significant territory of exterior space. Town civic and
cultural centers, or agoras, conceived as the nucleus and center of
political and social life, frequently took on the form of the square,
if not in actual shape then at least in name, e.g., Harvard Square.
The town or city square polarizes the town about itself as the hut
does to the surrounding landscape, and even if it does not exist in
the geometric center or with precise geometric quality, its con-
ception is still one of squareness.
The Greek Agora of Ephesus, Asia Minor.
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The gardens of the Villa Medici on the
Pincio in Rome. Architect: Annibale
Lippi.
When religious or spiritual connotations are associated with
these square bounded regions they represent idealizations of the
earthly order, as in the garden architecture of the Muslim world or
the villa gardens of the Renaissance. They contain within them-
selves natural living foliage and water as their life-giving source,
but .all is controlled within a geometric sbhema intended to arti-
culate the conceived underlying order which is the universal source
of all that is present on the earth.
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+The square also has appeared in sacred buildings in combina-
tion with the circle, the two sharing a common structural relation-
ship as well as a static and centered character. From the time of
early church architecture, the square plan has been found at the
center points of religious structures, surmounted by a hemispherical
dome. The dome articulated a transcendent axis leading from the
static cube of man on earth to the spiritual world above, free from
the forces and constraints experienced below. In the Chahar Taq,
the place of worship of the sacred fire in Islamic architecture one
can observe perhaps one of the most complete conceptions of the
Diagram of the basic components under-
lying the formal organization of the
"chahar Taq" the place of worship of
the sacred fire.
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ideas evoked by the domed space resting on a cubic base. The space
is conceived as a three-dimensional representation of the idea of
,.t.aoa
en~ll (Z-mandala, "the architectural manifestation of reintegration and of
creation itself." The cubic base,
._._._viewed as man, earth, or the earthly
paradise, is the supreme symbol of immobility
and the most externalized manifestation of the
creator. By its four pillars it evokes the
four elements, the four directions, the four
winds, the four seasons, and the four colors.
e! In short, it presents to the imagination those
basic and, apparently most stable aspects of
temporal life. Superimposed upon this recti-
linear space is the circular or hemispherical
dome, representing pure quality. Symbolizing
the lightness and total mobility of the spirit,
it is a form that has no beginning and no end.
Istanbui. Its sole point of reference is its center
through which develops the metaphysical axis
that links it with the axis of the square
resting below it. This vertical unites the two
forms qualitatively and the transformation of
the circle into the square represents a quanti-
tative unification.15
In all cultures employing this archetypal space, we find it
existing as man's spatial locus, as it serves to ,shelter his place
15. Ardalan, op. cit., p. 75. of birth, life, and death.
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In environments conceived in dynamic terms, the square and
circle appear in a transformed shape. The elongation of the forms
establishes a dominating direction which, in turn, associates the
space or form with paths or movements inside or outside of itself.
The resulting forms are still bounded and have definable centers,
but. the space has greater tension with regard to directed internal
or external conditions. The most vivid examples of this phenomenon
are found in the sacred works of previous epochs.
For example, the Egyptian cosmos, articulated within the
temple and mortuary complexes of the great pharoahs, were bounded
by a rectangular frame. Contained within that frame was an axial
path in coincidence with the major direction of the whole. The
total composition was an idealized Egyptian landscape, organized
around a central"path of life";a stage for the pharoahs' wandering.
The orientation of the pathon an east-west axis,brought the morning
sun through the entrance "gate of heaven." It served to identify
the pharoah as sun god, "a symbol of the absolute and permanent
character of the man/nature totality,"16 The rectangular frame
allowed for and recognized a spatial and dynamic center which could
be directionally associated with a space beyond. 16. Norberg-Schultz, op. cit., p. 42.
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Mortuary complex of Ramses III, Medinet
Habu. 1198-1166 BC.
Giacomo da Vignola: S. Anna dei
Palafrenieri, Rome. Designed 1572.
Comparably, the circle transformed into a directional body
becomes the oval. Its most frequent appearance occured during the
Baroque Period at which time the religious institutions were feeling
a need to connect the religious centers with a more pervasive and
active order. Here, too, the path became a "center of meaning."
The resolution of this path with the transcendent vertical axis
frequently was a space surmounted by an oval shaped dome, a form
still central, yet descriptively dynamic.
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In all of the examples above it has been found that the circle
and square in their completed and original forms, whether direction-
ally transformed or not, have served to establish a "universe out-
side of a universe,"17 a space which is inside and distinct from
that which is not. However, should the forms be constructed in a
state which is incomplete the relation between inside and outside
is transformed. Inside and outside become integrated with a zone
of transition between the two.
The residential architecture of Japan exhibits many examples
of a complete building whose plans can be interpreted as incomplete
rectangles. A great concern in the organization of these structures
is the close interrelation between the house and its adjoining
landscape. The open portion of the plan allows the garden to
penetrate the confines of the house and vice versa. Thus the
totality is conceived as an integration rather than as a polariza-
tion of space.
With similar motivations, Frank Lloyd Wright "destroyed the
traditional box" by exploding it into a cruciform-shaped structure
and eliminating its corners. In both examples the opening of the
bounded form, the house, exists in coincidence with an attitude of
acknowledgement and inforporation of the landscape as an integral
part of a totality. 17. Bachelard, G., op. cit., p. 32.
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Frank Lloyd Wright: Isabel Roberts
House, Chicago.
These examples are the result of a rectilinear geometric
framework, compatible with the order of man. Rowever, they are
not constructed with the motive of defense or isolation.
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The circle in its incomplete form is found in the amphi-
theaters of Ancient Greece. The spectators of the dramatic
performance sat around the edge of a bowl-shaped space dug into the
side of a mountain; the performers were located on a circular
orchestra. The bowl was broken open to offer a magnificent view of
the distant landscape and to offer a back drop to the theatrical
performance. Thus, as in the earlier examples, form was opened in
order to integrate opposing spatial conditions. For the Greek
spectator in this context ". . . the whole universe of man and
nature came together in a single quiet order."1 8
Greek Theater, Epidauros. c. 350 BC.
18. Scully, V. The Earth, the Temple
and the Gods, Yale University
Press, New Haven and London, 1962,
p. 206.
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The square or cube, unlike the circle or sphere, can combine
with.others of its kind to efficiently pack space. The resulting
grid or lattice which comes from the packing of square or cube is
the conceptual extension of these shapes into space. Because of the
importance of cubic space man constructs and employs the grid as a
device to modularize so that space becomes understandable and
perceivable; in this sense the grid is to space as rhythm is to
time, both define a continuous and infinite medium through the
assemblage of comprehensible and finitely boundable units. The
grid supplies a spatial network in which the creative actions of
man can take place both in relation to one another and to the space
that surrounds them.
However, the orthogonal grid, as had already been discussed,
is not the only possible spatial network which serves the purpose
of geometric modularization. In addition to the square, the
triangle and hexagon can produce a regular net of grid lines on an
infinite surface. By combining these forms with themselves and with
other polygons, more complex grids can be derived. It is possible
to find many of these grids used by man in his physical construc-
tions, but only the orthogonal grid is found with regularity. Like
the square, it is related to mants general system of orientation.
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As the order of man's movement, the orthogonal grid is the
most efficient and comprehensible form for circulation. At the
intersection of paths of this grid there are fewer choices of
direction than there are in the triangular grid, three vs. five.
On the other hand, the hexagonal grid has even fewer choices at
each of its intersections than the orthogonal grid, but like the
triangular, the hexagonal grid does not allow the continuous
straight line movement as is found in its orthogonal counterpart.
However, in structural terms, the most efficient constructional grid
is that of the triangle, for it is self stable, having the capabil-
ity of resisting forces in all directions. The orthogonal grid
does not have such efficiency. Although the orthogonal system can
easily withstand gravitational forces, it needs triangulation at
its corners to resist those forces which act laterally to its body.
But despite such failings it seems that man's movements are so tied
to the direction of the earth that this inefficiency of the ortho-
gonal grid is preferred to the disorientation which would result
within a triangular environment. The orthogonal grid is found at
almost every scale of the environment to which man attempts to lay
claim, from the street and parceling system of the city to the
organization of a painter's canvas. In man's hands the orthogonal
grid stakes out territory and places it under the control of a
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reigning order of modulation, an order which determines both loca-
tions and boundaries within space.
As was earlier described, the square, in its independence
served to center the space in which it appeared; in its repetition
as a gridded pattern it loses this centrality and dominance and
becomes part of an infinitely extendable, non-hierarchical, and
non-directional system.
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Greek city of Miletus. By Hippodamus,
466 BC (?) with later additions.
Roman military settlement of Timgat.
c. AD 100.
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The grid appears most clearly articulated in the street
patterning of planned urban centers. The earliest example of this
system can be found in the colonial cities of ancient Greece. In
this context the grid had no great symbolic significance. Its
value was its ability to satisfy the need for a rational and effi-
cient means to give order to a rapidly constructed residential
domain. In this case the grid was used as a flexible and functional
device, allowing the town to expand while preserving a formal order
and unity. Its non-hierarchical nature was also valued. Similar to
the principles of a democratic social system the grid stood for a
general order which recognized each location equally, and within
whose framework individual freedom could be taken,
The Romans, as well, constructed their colonial cities from a
gridded organization. However, the system was contained within and
supported by a regular rectangular frame. The order, thus, was not
exploited for its open quality but for its ability to reinforce a
central and all pervasive order which eminated from the two main
axes of the Roman world.
In Anierica, as in ancient Greece, the grid found its use in
major urban centers in organizing the overwhelmingly rapid develop-
ment of new cities. Two illustrations are the city plans for
Philadelphia and Savannah.
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Original plan of Philadelphia designed
by Thomas Holme for William Penn. 1683.
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Plan for an ideal city, from L'Architet-
tura by Pietro di Giacomo Cataneo, 1567.
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Stages of the growth of Savannah within
the plan designed by James Oglethorpe.
1733.
Old Philadelphia is reminiscent of the plan of the Roman
cities, a rectangularly bounded city with two perpendicular streets
on the main axes. The grid is articulated to support an order of
classical symmetry and centrality, with four parks ringing the
center square. The city is directional as the grid is made not of
regular squares but instead, rectangular plots. Thus the experience
of the rhythm of the city blocks is qualitatively different when
moving north/south vs. east/west.
Savannah grew as a series of related cellular modules, each
module a perfect square; yet the resulting organization is neither
neutral nor static. The unique character of Savannah comes from the
internal composition of the module. Rather than each module
representing a single block, the square contains a directional
arrangement of twelve blocks with a square public space at its
center. When the modules are added together, the resulting pattern
appears as two superimposed grids: one which is defined by the.
exterior of the square modules and accommodates the vehicular
traffic, and the other which bisects the modules and interconnects
the public green spaces within them. As with Philadelphia, the
directionality of the inner housing blocks give qualitative differ-
ence to the character of the street in each of the two directions,
providing an orientation. And the rhythm of the various blocks
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offers a great experiential richness,
In all of these examples the grid form acts as a unitary
geometry but of a character unlike the unity described by the square
form. Through the repetition of the rectangular module the grid is
optionally and, in fact, infinitely extendable in any of its pre-
scribed directions. Thus the grid form describes a dynamic and
generative order through a rhythmical structure.
In the ancient Islamic world grid networds had symbolic con-
tent. Structuring the richly ornate surface patterns on the walls,
floors and ceilings of the Islamic religious domains they were
conceived as the ideal and visual embodiment of the cyclical and
rhythmical patterns occuring in nature, ". . . the inexhaustible
multiplicity of creation, the effusion of being that emanates from
the 'one': multiplicity within unity." 19The square grid, being the
earthly grid, was reserved for the horizontal surfaces, identifying
the ground on which man moved. And so in that culture as well.
Orthogonal order was man's earthly order.
As has been shown geometry of the square can establish two
qualitatively different patterns: one in its singularity, the other
in its repetition as a unit of measure. Both as idealizations of a
natural order reflect a quality of permanence within the world of
temporal change.
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19. Ardalan, op. cit., p. 6.
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As a counter form to orthogonal and concentric organizations,
and also present in the natural world, is the topological organiza-
tion present in the landscape. Rather than being controlled by a
general condition, form in this context grows from a collection of
localized relationships with which a general organization is inter-
dependent yet subservient.
In the domain of Greek sacred architecture, topological
organization is present as a result of a cosmological view which
incorporated the character and organization of the landscape with
the order and attributes of man. The bounded region of the Acropo--
lis, like the ideal cities earlier described, concretized the
Greeks' understanding of their ontological origins. Unlike the
The Acropolis, Athens. Ground plan.
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Roman and Egyptian examples, the total form is not geometrically
regular. The internal composition of temples is one of free float-
ing bodies; their topological organization is ". . . determined by
20
the character of the place, the topos . . ." The temples made
manifest the presence of gods and deities who were personifications
of characteristics felt to be present in the natural and richly
varied landscape. As personifications, their forms were anthro-
pomorphically organized. The temples and altars, rather than being
aligned with some universal set of coordinates, were erected "in
the ideal position from which the whole sacred landscape could be
21
grasped." Each temple addressed a particular view. Thus the
composition of irregularly placed structures within the city
confines brought the order of the landscape into man's presence and
described a reconciliation and integration between man and nature.
Orthogonal order, even in this context, remained associated with a
human presence, its absence expressed a reverence and appreciation
for the forces inhabiting the natural world.
Medieval hill towns also exemplify organization built on
topological relationships. The center of meaning for such towns is
a hierarchical system of paths which, like the veins in the human
body or the trunk, limbs and leaves of a tree, nourishes the
populace of the city through its role as a conveyor of information
20. Norberg-Schultz, op. cit., p. 47.
21. Scully, V., op. cit., p. 45.
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Plan of the town of Siena, Italy. =
and material goods. The path supports a piecemeal and open system
of order which develops in a way similar to the growth or agglutina-
tion of crystals. The resulting form exhibits the primacy of the
order of the landscape as it grows about generating paths which, in
turn, were established in relation to the directions and conditions
of the topography. The towns are thus the extension and intensifi-
cation of an order in the landscape which had been present prior to
man's existence. It is a dynamic order which centers man's world,
in this context, and describes the medieval city as a vital organic
entity. Orthogonal order here, too, exists but only to structure
that sized space in which such order can be perceived.
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As has been observed earlier, geometric ordering systems are
abstract and auotonomous. Orthogonal and concentric organizations
are just two of many. What makes these two specific systems useful
and meaningful to man is their coincidence with natural phenomena.
But the level of natural order with which they correspond is very
general in relation to the complex and locally specific order of
the landscape close at hand. Only the most general landscapes can
be described by such simple systems as a grid network (perhaps this
is the reason for the grid's success in the plains of Holland and
the deserts of Egypt). In a more richly varied and articulated
landscape, such an order seems an imposition, an order rooted solely
in man, concept and idea. For ancient cultures, these ideas and
concepts had a transcendent nature, and the geometric constructions
were a visualization of that unitary ideal.
Such a means of organization is only one of a number of organi-
zational systems present in the world. To reduce environment solely
to the organization of a single prescribed geometric schema is to
genate the full spectrum of conditions existent on the globe. As
has. been shown, many of the meanings and associational values which
the geometric forms of the circle and square took on, in the context
of shaping man's domain, were a factor of the shapes' juxtaposition
to other forms. Lacking the integration of polarities within a
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total construct, form loses its qualitative value with regard to the
wide range of patterns in man's life. Geometry and form remain
autonomous.
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3. Worlds in the Square
Unity Church, Frank Lloyd Wright, Oak
Park, Ill., 1906.
Trenton Bath House, Louis I. Kahn,
Trenton, N.J., 1954-59.
Arnheim Pavilion, Aldo Van Eyck, The
Netherlands, 1966.
The Moore House, Charles Moore, Orinda,
California, 1962.
.. .. 
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Plan of Unity Temple,
Oak Park, Ill., 1906.
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Unity Church: Frank Lloyd Wright
1. Wright, F.L. An American Archi-
tect, Horizon Press, N.Y., 1955,
p. 31.
The squareness of the form of Unity Church does not begin to
explain the intentions behind the work of Frank Lloyd Wright. Yet
the general geometric relations and compositional techniques
employed in relation to this example serve well to illustrate his
early attempts in formulating an architecture structured by means
of his perception of the principles underlying the order of organic
form. The complex and abstract composition of simply horizontal and
vertical lines, planes and masses, suggest to the viewer that Unity
Church is informed by a strong geometric rigor. In fact one can
observe throughout Wright's career a consistancy in the belief that
geometric order should figure heavily in the structuring of an
abstracted organic entity. As far as Wright was concerned "design
is abstraction of nature-element in purely geometric terms."I Of
course the most obvious embodiment of such an attitude can be
discerned in his insistant accentuation, throughout his work, of
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forms extending both horizontally and vertically from a central
mass, locking the building into a strict geometric frame which is
rooted to the primary directions of the natural world. In Unity
Temple all but those directions are suppressed, even to the extent
of shielding the pyramidal roof skylight from sight, both on the
interior and the exterior, which replaces the edifice to a complete
orthogonal abstraction of a growing form. However, despite this
strong geometric discipline, no particular geometric form typifies
Wright's work. In addition to buildings planned on a square grid
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Street elevation/perspective of Unity
Church.
Wright experimented with hexagonal, triangular, and circular grids.
What remained constant throughout his work was an adherence to a
general philosophy of an "organic architecture." In this context
the particular geometry was not as important as the geometric
organization which had to support an integration of structural,
functional, and spatial relationships which he believed to be
2
coincident with the nature of the program. Form and space were
seen as expressive in articulating a building's internal organiza-
tion. The composition of form and space was controlled by a
generating geometric structure which gave a rational order to
Wright's characteristic spatial phenomenon.
In the case of Unity Church the square was chosen to organize
the form of the prayer hall. The church is one of a few buildings
by Wright which was based on a square plan. When he did use such a
shape it was normally and appropriately reserved for spaces whose
focus was within, such as libraries and central meeting places or
work areas. As a shape for the expanding spaces of his residential
work, where a dynamic interrelation between interior and exterior
space is important, the square, because of its static nature, is
rarely found. But with Unity Church as a religious center for the
community and a house for self-contemplation and prayer the square
seems consciously chosen.
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2. Ibid., p. 24.
The plan of the church is developed into an almost perfect
cubic mass whose position at the intersection of two suburban
streets, orthogonal to one another, serves to identify and intensify
the monumental character of the edifice. Its clear and simple
orthogonal order, set in coincidence with the insistent gridded
order of the Oak Park Street system, geometrically unifies the
temple with a much larger collective framework and describes its
relation to a community concern. No doubt this was not by accident.
Such belief in the application of geometric organization on a large
scale collective environment can be witnessed both in Wright's sub-
urban as well as in his urban planning proposals. (Como Orchards
summer colony, Broadacre, etc.) Despite settings within landscaped
environments, an overriding geometric order is imposed to organize
and describe collective form. In Wright's work rationalization of
environmental order was highly valued. 3
Geometric order in Unity Church, as well as in most of
Wright's work, seems to begin with a modulated square planning grid
applied to both plan and elevation. This dimensioned grid served to
". . . make each detail proportionate in any plan we make, each part
an inevitable and well proportioned part of the whole. Thus we
arrive at entity and atmosphere." 3. Ibid., p. 28.
The module was rooted in the choice of an efficient dimension 4. Ibid., p. 51.
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5. Wright, F.L.W. In the Cause of
Architecture, edited by Frederick
Gutheim, Architectural Record,
N.Y., 1975, p. 154.
6. Ibid., p. 156.
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1. tll
of the material being employed which would be compatable with a
scaling measure appropriate to the purpose of that space. As Wright
described his dimensional strategy: "A wood plan is slender: light
in texture, narrower in spacing. A stone or brick plan is heavy:
black in masses, wider in spacing." The massive nature of the
concrete construction of Unity Church, as well as its function as a
public place suggests a rather large module of 7'. In his domestic
work, of wood construction, Wright would usually use a much smaller
module measuring from 4' to as narrow as 2'-8".
What makes this rather mundane grid significant in relation to
Wright's architecture is that the articulation and construction of
his spaces (which frequently correspond to one another) visually
make manifest the building module and scale the spaces to the size
of man. Thus the module is ever present, loosely integrating the
dimensions of man, material and space. In Unity Church the modular
grid is visually apparent in both the ceiling, with its repetition
of square skylights, and on the exterior facade, with the regular
rhythmic spacing of piers.
In principle, this system of measure is similar to that of the
Japanese "ken," where total form appears to grow out of an accretion
of dimensional and material units. The module in both cases links
the building aesthetic to a process of material production based on
standardization and prefabrication. (Wright was one of the first
American architects to take full advantage of the possibilities of
a newly founded standardized wood industry).
A similarity of dimensional systems, however, does not dictate
a similarity either of total building form or of internal spatial
organization. Standardization, via modular coordination, estab-
lished, for Wright, a consistancy of scale and proportion throughout
his buildings, though he recognized that standardization per se
assured his work of nothing more.
"Standardization can be murderer or beneficent factor as the
life in the thing standardized is kept by imagination or destroyed
by lack of it." 7
Unity Church is anything but a "logical" product of a neutral
grid. Spatially and volumetrically, the church is multirhythmical
and strongly hierarchical, reading as a three dimensionally
developed ornamental pattern. As is characteristic of most of
Wright's work, the three dimensional patterning begins in the formal
refinement of the plan.
The plan of Unity Church is derived from a particular elabora-
tion of the square which obeys the structure and symmetries of the
regular polygon. Initially, the square is partitioned into three
concentric zones all supporting and supported by the symmetry of the 7. Ibid., p. 136.
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whole. The central zone, dominating in size, controls and focuses
its peripheral spaces. The corners of the square, generated from
the dimension of the outer zones, are articulated and intensified
as distinct entities. Reinforcing this distinction is the symme-
trical placement of structure and staircases in these corner zones.
Having closed the diagonals of the square with solid volumes, the
main axes of the square are emphasized by the resultant "balcony"
zones at the periphery, and the center zone becomes dynamic along
these directions. The projecting of the ceiling's grid of
skylights out to the exterior facade, where it is visible in the
rhythm of piers, re-emphasizes this dynamic extension from the
center and knits the plan into a tapestry-like pattern.
This tapestry-like plan then becomes the generator of the
building's form.
I have endeavored . . to establish a harmonious
relationship between ground plan and elevation of
these buildings, considering the one as a solution
and the other an expression of the conditions of
11b Q 13 a problem . . .
Q C 0 Q 3
Thus, Wright constructed the volumetric disposition of Unity Church
to allow one to read easily the structure of the interior plan and
spatial organization from the exterior. From its central cubic
8. Wright, F.L., American, op. cit.,
p. 48. volume to its projecting side volumes, and over to the corners, the
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church falls away in massing and emphasizes each spatial zone as a
discrete volumetric entity. The collection of these volumes are
held together by an adherence to a hierarchical drder which directly
refers to the symmetrical structure of the plan. In a horizontal
direction the volumes are displaced from one another in a fashion
similar to the vertical massing. By the establishment of such a
consistent means of formal expression throughout, plan and mass can
be seen as direct counterparts of one another.
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Illustrations from Louis Sullivan (1924).
Development of the square.
9. MacCormac, R.C. Froebels Kinder-
garten Gifts and the Early Work of
Frank Lloyd Wright, Environment
and Planning, 1974, p. 29.
10. Ibid., p. 36.
This specific geometricization of Wright's early work has been
viewed as a translation of the two dimensional principles of orna-
ment, as learned from his experience in the office of his early
mentor, Louis Sullivan, into three dimensional design, thereby
destroying the, then present, dichotomy between architecture and
ornament.9 From Sullivan, Wright came to believe in the need for a
rationalization of a form's generating structure. Hidden in the
complex floral designs of Sullivan's ornaments were primary geometric
forms, which Sullivan envisioned as seed germs, whose internal
structure dictated the underlying logic of growth. For Sullivan
these forms had their own lives.
. . Forms, rigid in their quality, are to be
considered in our philosophy as containers of
radial energy, extensive and intensive: that
is to say, extension of form along lines of
axes radiating from the center and (or)
intension of form along the same or other
radials from the periphery toward the center.
Here then occurs the will of man to cause the
inorganic and rigid to become fluent through
his powers . . . All lines are energy lines.
This may be called plastic geometry.1 0
Once the initial structure was determined, it was the task of the
designer to give character to the general geometric condition. The
plan of Unity Church exhibits this formal strategy, however, carried
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'Bath' made with the sixth Froebel gift.
From a set of exercises performed in
Wright's childhood education. (a) (b)
into the third dimension with even the elaboration of the geometry,
which characterizes the richness of Sullivan's work, performed by
Wright through the use of freely flowing wood trim which helps to
interweave and to make fluid the geometrically determined spaces.
The result of the strategy used in Unity Church and in most
of Wright's early work, yielded formal structures which are both
nodal and gridded. The nodes become the root or heart of the
abstracted organ and the grids, emanating out from that center, knit
the parts into a unified whole. In Unity Church, the hall is
centered about a cubic space from which a tartan grid is defined.
The use of the tartan grid suggests a desire to geometrically inter-
relate adjoining spaces to one another. For example, the side wings
are a dimensional and spatial extension of the central space. Thus,
the articulation of this volume on the building's exterior not only
stands for itself but also signals the existence of the central bay
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W.H. Winslow House, 1893 (analysis).
George Barton House, 1903 (analysis).
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11. Rowe, C. and R. Slutzky. "Trans-
parency: Literal and Phenomenal,"
Perspecta 8, M.I.T. Press,
Cambridge, pp. 45-54.
12. MacCormac, R.C. "The Anatomy of
Wright's Aesthetic," Architectural
Review, 13 February 1976, p. 144.
13. Ibid., p. 145.
to which it is spatially and formally attached. In the terms of
Colin Rowe the resulting composition exhibits the property of
phenomenal transparency, a condition of a wall or formal arrangement
which implies a volume or space behind.11 Earlier studies of the
prairie houses have shown Wright's development of this spatial idea,
from the simple interior interrelation of living area to reception
hall, in the W.H. Winslow House, to the all encompassing tartan
grid network in the later prairie houses, which projects the
interior spaces to the exterior via the use of Wright's famous
extending porches, verandas, balconies, and cantileuvered roofs.12
This type of structuring and articulating of form satisfied, for
Wright, his belief that organic form made evident that which lay
within. However, this relationship between exterior and interior is
quite distinct from the European preoccupation with the "honest"
expression of interior organization; it has more to do with an
abstract formal significance. Design was "nature-pattern" and thus
from the principles of Sullivan, "Plastic Geometry."
For Wright the value of Sullivan's ornamental principles stem
from their association with what was considered at the time to be
"natural law." 13  Such association was based on a 19th century
confusion between the structure of organic and inorganic form. The
"morphology," or science of form, as espoused to Wright and Sullivan
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via the writing of Herbert Spencer (1898), assert that the growth of
crystals and organisms is an essentially similar process.14 All
matter was believed to be crystalline in structure. Such a view
confirmed, for the two designers, that geometric patterning made
evident, through geometric abstraction, the internal logic of all
natural form. Thus Sullivan considered his ornament as analogues
for the process of organic growth. Wright, influenced by this
geometric platform and by his own sensitivity to the demands of an
expressive space, made the architecture of Unity Church an "organic"
ornament.
Unity Church does appear to have grown from its site, but in
the end, it can only be considered emblematic of a growing being.
In actuality, beyond its implication of extension, by means of the
cantilevered roofs, the church is a completed and static form. The
expression of growth, then, must be considered only one of "idea"
rather than actual physical fact. The writings of Wright support
this perception by suggesting that form can have a quality of
universality.
. . . True form is always organic in character.
It is really nature-pattern. In nature-
abstraction, therefore, lies the difficulty as
well as the simple centerline of the honest egos' 14. Ibid., p. 146.
search for integral form . . . All form is a
matter of structure.15 . F.L., Aerican, op. cit.mattr ofstrctur.1 5 p. 28.
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As a final goal, the structural honesty and order present in the
church is to yield an aesthetic result:
Structure--as now we may observe proceeds from
generals to particulars arriving at blossom, to
attract us, proclaiming in its lines and form
the nature of the structure that bore it. We
have here a thing organic. Law and order are
the basis of a finished grace and beauty.
1 6
Form that grew out of the "nature of the structure" was meant to
imply the program, not necessarily to be coincident with the program's
specific demands. Unity Church is geometrically an ideal form;
however the disposition of spaces is at odds with the pattern of the
liturgical'function. Within a centralized space is located a
directional service whose focus at the pulpit is off to one of the
side bays. The other three bays, filled with balcony seating, are
oriented formally to the center rather than to the pulpit. This
dislocation of focus serves to establish an orientation with regard
to access; yet it leaves unresolved the relationship between
congregation, pulpit, and spatial organization. With regard to
access into and about the church, it is cleverly choreographed
within the peripheral spaces of the hall and in relation to the
sectional organization, but the actual articulation of these spaces
is governed by the formal demands of the centralized geometry, not16. Ibid., p. 24.
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by the forces of function.
This priority of formal order within a square frame and the
association of this ideal order with a religious program link the
architecture of Unity Church with a metaphysical notion in a way
similar to the work of the Renaissance architects. The notion is
not that the cube itself is a model of a cosmology but that the
principles of composition, governed by the inherent structure of
geometric form and rooted in "natural law," have absolute value, for
Wright, as an echo of universal harmony. It was thus the task of
the architecture of Unity Church to make visible, through ordered
form, "truths" concerning the principles of the laws of nature.17
Man, through observations of the ordered space, and not necessarily
through participation, was to receive enlightenment.
17. MacCormac, R.C. Froebels, op.
cit., p. 30.
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4. Measure and the Square
1. The New Merriam-Webster Diction-
ary, Pocket Books, Inc., N.Y.,
1964, p. 210.
Throughout history in both western and eastern civilizations
man has been concerned with the question, What method of measure
should determine the location of the various elements of a visual/
physical composition? By its very nature this question has
concerned men of many disciplines; philosophers, scientiests,
architects and artists alike. But at the base of all of their
queries has been a concern for the properties of geometries and
geometric systems. For as one sees in its definition, geometry is
the branch of mathematics which deals "with the relations, proper-
ties and measurements of solids, surfaces, lines, and angles."
1
Having just described the importance of the square for man,
and the orthogonal space which it defines, it should not be a
surprise to learn that the properties of the square, as the basis
of geometric systems of order, has been, since the beginning of
history, a preoccupation of those people concerned with the ordering
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of form and space.
With its structural possibilities (the square)
has helped artists and architects of all epochs
and styles by giving them a harmonic skeleton
on which to build an artistic construction. It
is therefore present in all styles, of all
peoples, in all periods, both as structural
element and as a surface to support and deter-
mine a particular form of decoration.2
The orthogonal grid is one particular ordering device for the
organization and composition of man-made form and space. It is
frequently used with the attempt to root a physical/visual construc-
tion in a "natural" or rational order, assuring a level of communic-
ability between the work and the viewer. The autonomous
relationships within the grid determine a specific dependence
between the elements of shape, material, form and space located
with reference to the net. The specific dependence between these
elements is, of course, a factor of the nature of the generating
grid. The grid itself does not determine the actual construction;
it simply supplies a dimensional or conceptual framework which roots
the work within a finite and conceivable -order.
The actual number and kinds of organizational grids, even
limiting oneself to those which are orthogonal, is immense. A grid
of modularization may be determined by the repetition of a particu-
2. Munari, Bruno. Discovery of the
Square, George Wittenborn, Inc.,
N.Y., 1965, p. 5.
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lar unit, rhythm, or proportion, or it may even be the result of a
series of random relationships. The type of modularization chosen,
though not determining the final result of a composition, does
establish certain kinds of structural relationships between elements
internal to a design.
The square, in its general neutrality of both shape and
direction, can produce a great variety of structural, or modular,
grids by means of a "logical" derivation, but it is possible to
categorize this great number into two general families of modular
frameworks. One uses a particular square as a modular unit of
length where all parts and relationships between parts are defined
as multiples of that unit; the other uses the square to produce a
figure which can then be subdivided into fractions such that all
fractional parts are related to each other and to the whole by
means of particular proportional values.
The use of a standard unit of length as module is related to
processes of addition or subtraction. The whole is generated from
local relationships of repetitive parts and is simply an aggrega-
tion of these parts. The resulting form is one which, in principle,
is infinitely extendable in any direction because the boundary is
not determined a priori through the definition of the module. The
best illustration of this process in nature is that which was
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observed earlier in the growth of crystalline forms. Cities and
settlements, which have grown over time, exhibit this type of
open-ended form. They are the result of local relationships and
arrangements made between their residents. This type of modular
process is one well suited to the task of prefabrication, for in
its additive nature it is related to the process of building. The
brick is one of the earliest examples of modular prefabrication.
From the multiplication of this simple unit comes an infinite
variety of masonry structures. The standardized unit of measure,
or module, simply assures a "fit" between the parts but remains
neutral with regard to the whole.
The second notion of a modular grid is based upon the
classical notion of symmetry in which there exist defined propor-
tional relationships between all parts of a composition and between
the parts and the whole. In this sense the whole might be
considered the module and the parts its distinct subdivisions.
The resulting composition is necessarily hierarchical; the details
are each determined by the laws of the whole and the resulting work
contains "layers of order which descend from the highest and
simplest to more and more complex ones." The goal behind the use
of such organizations in works of art has been to establish within
a visual design a geometric unity; a complete and internally
3. Arnheim, R. "Review of Propor-
tion," from Module, Proportion,
Symmetry and Rhythm, Braziller,
N.Y., 1966, p. 228.
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organized whole. This system of composition implies an isolation
of the constructed work from contextual surrounds as its order is
generated from within. The order is geometrically autonomous and
not related, except only coincidentally, to material or utilitarian
demands placed upon the physical construction.
There exists from the geometry of the square two classifica-
tions of symmetry: "static" and "dynamic," as termed by Jay
4
Hambidge. Static symmetry comes from the design of a formal
composition on a grid describing the division of a rectangle into
whole number multiples. The proportions inherent in this form of
composition are those such as 1/2, 2/3, 3/4 . . . , etc. Dynamic
symmetry similarly comes from design on a grid which divides a
rectangle into parts but, unlike static symmetry, the parts are
similar in shape and proportion to the whole. This is called
harmonic division. As has already been shown, the rectangles which
allow a harmonic division are those figures which are derived from
the extension of the square's diagonal; the incommensurable rect-
angles whose ratios hold the values v2, /3, %/2, 1. . . , as well
as j and V. It is interesting to note that the square and double
square can be divided either statistically or dynamically,
4. Hambidge, J. Practical Applica-
tions of Dynamic symmetry, The Dynamic symmetry is a very complex and abstract form of composition.
Devin-Adair Company, N.Y., reprint,
1960 (1932), p. It is not at all related to the process of construction; i.e.,
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adding lengths of material to one another. It has thus been a
mystery or anomaly to many periods of civilization. This process
of harmonic structing is a fairly recent rediscovery by the
5
researcher Jay Hambridge. His work suggests that dynamic symmetry
may well be one of the earliest compositional frameworks used with-
in the history of western civilization as his harmonic analysis has
been found to supply the underlying format for a great number of
6
Egyptian and Grecian artifacts.
The 2 rectangle, Harmonic Decomposi-
tions.
5. Ib id., p.
6. Ghyka, M. The Geometry of Art and
Life, Dover Publication, Inc.,
N.Y ., 1977, p. 30.
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The process of constructing a harmonic division of a given
rectangle involves drawing, from a corner of the rectangle, a line
perpendicular to one of the main diagonals of the given figure.
This line defines an inner rectangle whose shape will be similar to
the original rectangle. This process is infinitely repeatable on
each new rectangle, andthus one can see the descending nature of
the various levels of order. Illustrated are some examples of
various possible harmonic divisions within the rectangles already
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mentioned. As can be observed the V and / rectangles yield fewer
possible grids of modulation than the v5 and I rectangles.
These last two are particularly useful themes. Besides
creating grids within their own proportional rectangle, they also
can be used to harmonically divide both the square and double
square, as v/5 and f are both derived from these two rectangles. A
single harmonic grid of modulation can contain within it any or
all of the proportions. l, , 2 , /5~, 1 (the square) or 2 (double
The 0 rectangle, Harmonic Decomposi-
tions.
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The square, Harmonic Decompositions in
the 0 theme.
7. Hambidge, op. cit., p. 66.
8. Ibid., p. 38.
square) as they all belong to the same symmetry. Yet as Hambidge
points out in his "rule of the non mixing of discordant themes":
It is a mistake to mix on the plane such themes
as VT and I or v3 and I or V2 and VT . . , ,
in three dimensions on the contrary, two differ-
ent planes, projections or faces can be treated
with two different, 'discordant' themes, as long
as the principle is respected within each face.7
A "theme" may be developed in a given rectangle in a variety
of ways. Either a rectangle is divided into areas reciprocal to
the whole. Or a rectangle may have squares applied to the inner
ends of the rectangle. Or finally, it may simply be divided into
two equal parts. Each method is equally valid as Hambidge
describes, though he makes a stipulation that these methods should
not be combined with one another as "crossed area themes negate
each other like crossed color themes." 8
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These "dynamic" rectangles are simply the basis of an area
measuring device which results in design coordination of a complex
type. They don't assure good design, nor do they determine the
actual outcome of the design process. They do suit, though, compo-
sitions of a particular nature. This method of structuring yields
a format which is both strictly bounded and internally hierarchical
as the process is one of either fixing dimensions from the top down
or of rebuilding the unit from small to large, The motive for its
use, as Hambidge suggests, is to introduce the principles of
"9
organic growth into the "rectangles of design," and thus the
resulting work is felt to contain proportional relationships
similar to a tree, animal or perhaps even of man. Within the
history of art and architecture dynamic symmetry, as a widely used
form of composition, has been found only within the art and monu-
ments of ancient Egypt and Greece, whereas the design of Gothic,
Byzantine, Renaissance, Coptic, Celtic, Roman, Assyrian, Hindu,
Chinese and Japanese art has been based on "static symmetry; . .
the employment of geometry such as the square and equilateral
triangle and their logical or natural subdivisions."10
9. Ibid., p. 2.
10. Munari, op. cit., p. 25.
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The Square in Natural Form
The characteristics of the systems of measure from the square
~- Ican be exposed through their observation in the structuring of
particular forms found in nature: organic and inorganic. In
general the existence of the square, cube, grid and frame, in their
pure state, is a rare occurance. They exist occasionally at certain
levels of order and are noticably absent at others. When these
forms do manifest themselves-in nature they serve in roles which are
a function of their inner structure. They appear in their clearest
form when found in an isolated environment, or acted upon only
weakly by an external force.
The grid and cubic frame are most readily apparent in the
organization of crystal lattices and occasionally in regular pattern
arrangements of certain flowers, diatoms, etc. Elementary crystals
are the result of the geometry of close packing and thus result in
one of the three possible space lattices, all regular systems of
partitioning of space. Their configurations are either cubic,
Crystal structure; face centered cube hexagonal, or cuboctahedric (a system which partakes of the previous
and body centered cube.
Diatom. two). "The different configurations of crystalized matter corres-
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pond to states of stable or relatively stable equilibrium determined
by rigorous causality, the chemical reactions of the different
elements being themselves explained by a tendency of the electrons
to combine with each other according to more stable arrangements."11
The configuration most commonly found in crystals is hexagonal
or cuboctahedralbecause they are derived from the closest packing of
circles of spheres, the most stable arrangement of such forms. The
hexagon is an underlying structure for a myriad of natural forms,
and thus it is used frequently in ornamental design. The clearest
example of such a crystal is the snowflake which exhibits a severe
hexagonal form. However, despite the clarity of structure, "the
snowflake . . . never appears twice in exactly the same configura-
tion . . . the reason for its constancy lies in the arrangement of
the atoms in the crystals, while the variety in external shapes is
caused by environmental conditions governing the growth of crystals."
Cubic packing is found in metals, which can be represented by
identical, closely packed spheres. Copper, silver, gold, and
platinum in certain conditions exhibit this arrangement. Structur-
ally, the cubic frame is unstable. When it appears as the structure
of a fossil sponge, one can observe the need for triangulation at
its vertices. Thus even in crystalline organizations the cubic
frame is rare.
Snowflake.
Salt crystal.
11. Ghyka, op. cit., p. 85.
12. Loeb, Arthur L. "The Architecture
of Crystals," from Module, Propor-
tion, Symmetry and Rhythm, Brazil-
ler, N.Y., 1966, p. 54.
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Skeleton of a fossil sponge.
13. Thompson, Sir D'Arcy from Ghyka,
op. cit., p.
14. Waddington, C.H. "The Modular
Principle and Biological Form,"
from Module, Proportion, Symmetry
and Rhythm, Braziller, N.Y., 1966,
p. 23.
The growth of a crystal is one of "agglutination," as Sir
D'Arcy Thompson has termed it, a process of "simple addition from
outside of identical elements, each partical getting at the place
most easily reached, the final distribution of energy in the system
being such as to cause no further motion."13 In other words, the
internal space of the crystal lattice is completely consumed by its
controlling geometry. As with the grid and frame, "agglutination"
results in a total form which is non-hierarchical, multi-centered
and open to growth in any direction. This form of packed crystals,
despite the ideal geometry of each unit, is never found in nature in
a pure geometric state. The crystalline totality always appears
having been effected by the conditions of its environment. Note
that the order which determines the packing of crystals is quite
different from the order which gives perfect shape to individual
crystals.
The examples above are taken from inorganic substances whose
structures are related to the nature of their growth or formation;
but "some biological forms also exhibit patterns of geometric
regularity yet not being precisely geometrical. Environment and
periodicity of growth yield irregularity or modifications to
pattern." The illustration of the back of an armadillo shows an
example of a semi-regular packing of the plane. The pattern con-
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sists of hexagons, octagons and squares; yet because each module
grows from its inside, the pattern becomes distorted. The skeleton
of a type of coral and the pattern on the Cowrie shell roughly
expose the structure of a grid, because of the modular nature of
the surface and the general orientation of its shapes, but these
patterns, too, show immense variation created from the hierarchy of
their growth and their adjustments to environment.
Pure geometry does manifest itself in organic forms, though
very rarely, and the square by way of its relationship to the golden
section is indirectly present. Matila Ghyka in his expose of the
-:elationship of geometry to nature has presented some of the
mysteries of organic form. "It is this property of producing, by
simple addition, a succession of numbers in geometrical progression
or of similar shapes which explains the important role played by the
golden section and the 0 series in the morphology of life and growth,
especially in the human body and in botany."15 It has already been
shown how the structure of a spiral is generated from specific
divisions of the golden rectangle. The actual magnitude of the
spiral is governed by two parameters: the numerical constant ), and
an initial value. With regard to its appearance in nature . .
this spiral is a result of uniform growth . . . [when] cells are
being produced at uniform time beats and . . . the growth impulse
Back of an armadillo.
15. Ghyka, op. cit., p. 13.
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Spiral nebula.
Skeleton of a type of coral ("sea-fan"
or Gorgonian).
Pattern on a Cowrie shell.
16. Hambidge, op. cit., p. 40.
is also uniform. . .116 The organic growth of many shells follows
this curve of the logarithmic spiral, as do the form of some nebulae.
The Fibonacci series, a whole number approximation of the 0 series,
appears frequently in botany, specifically with regard to the distri-
bution of leaves and seeds. The sunflower is the clearest example,
where the distribution of its seeds follows the logarithmic spiral.
This kind of organization is one which finds itself in forms whose
growth is linear and controlled about its center; the leaves about
its stem, the seeds about its flower. The order of the total form
remains a function of its internal structure, with a greater
environmental independence than found in crystalline packing.
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Sea shell.
Other geometric forms in organic nature are those based on
pentagonal symmetry, such as certain flowers, marine organisms, star
fish, and sea urchins. The pentagon, perhaps more directly than the
square, contains the proportions of the golden section and thus is
17
very well suited to structure homothetic growth.
Pentagonal symmetry in marine animals.
17. Ghyka, op. cit., pp. 89-91.
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Male body in V5 theme.
Harmonic analysis of horse in profile.
18. Ibid., p. 99.
19. Ibid., p. 108.
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Since the time of Vitruvius it has been a fascination of
artists and scholars to show that the body of a well-proportioned
man with out-stretched arms is inscribable within a square. Recent,
more critical work has tried to show that the parts of the body and
the structure of the face are located in relation to one another
and to the circumscribing square by a means of proportions "either
in the golden section theme, or in that of the 'consonant' V5
proportion.''18 The same has been said of thoroughbred horses.19
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On the other hand, biologists tend to disregard the notion that
a single specific geometric proportion, whether it is the golden
section or not, could govern biological growth of any but the most
simple organisms.
biological forms can never be modular in the sense in
which an architectural or pictoral design may be. It is of the
essence of biological structures that they are involved in processes
of growth and development. Even when we can for some purposes,
identify a basic unit, fundamentally it is not constant but changes
(usually increases) as time passes . . . similarly the system of
20
proportions usually alters as development proceeds." The
proportions of the human body change immensely from its birth to its
final maturity. The size of the head in relation to the size of the
legs reduces substantially during growth. What does remain
constant, ". . . though not universal, but is very common, is a
The changing proportions of the human
body from infancy to full maturity.
20. Waddington, op. cit., p. 20.
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simple . . . proportionality which exists not between the sizes of
the parts (of the body), but between their rates of growth."21 For
the most part, human form, only as an idealized concept, is
described by universal and static geometries.
The difference between the nature of the growth of organic
and inorganic forms shows the character of the two systems of
"logical" transformations of the square, as described in the previous
chapter. Organic form uses the system which preserves or dictates
a relationship of all its parts to the whole, a process of multipli-
cation. Inorganic form, on the other hand, uses the system which
grows by the addition of like units. Inorganic form, growing from
without, accepts and takes shape relative to environmental influence
whereas organic form, growing from within, exhibits greater inde-
pendence.
As has been seen, pure geometric order and form, especially
that of the square, is not the complete structure for natural form.
The organization of our natural world results from the interaction
of forces within an environment. Geometric order, in both organic
and inorganic form, is associated with forces internal to those
forms. The extent to which pure geometry is found in nature is a
factor of the strength of the internal forces relative to those in
21. Ibid., p. 32. its environment.
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Systems of Measure in Architecture
Just as there exists a great variety of geometric structural
systems which can be uncovered when examining the multitude of forms
found in nature, so to do these systems appear when observing the
abundance of architectural artifacts present throughout history!
There exist examples to illustrate both systems of measure from the
square, and just as in nature, each has been employed to serve
intentions and concerns related to their particular properties.
The Open Grid;Japanese'Ken'
An example of the method of measure based upon the square as
a modular unit can best be seen in the traditional design of the
Japanese house. For the last number of centuries this system
existed as a uniform square grid dimensioned by a specific unit of
measure: the "ken," The ken is a standardized module for the
column to column distance of the primary post and beam construction
which frames the Japanese residence. As a functional device it
integrates a broad range of purposes.
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The systematization of structure allows for a standardization
of the building materials, including paper, wood and floor surface,
and makes the Japanese house one of the earliest examples of a
totally coordinated and prefabricated building system.
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The ken not only coordinates material but incorporates the
scale and size of man into the dimensioning of the material and
the space which the material defines. In Anglo-Saxon terms, the
ken measures something under 6', slightly above the average height
of a Japanese male. The next smaller unit of measure, the "saku,"
divides the ken into six equal fractions, each the approximate
size of a man's foot. This is similar to the Vitruvian observation
The human body as a dimensional standard
of measure.
11
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of the modularization of the human form. However, unlike the
Vitruvian conclusion to this observation, one which suggests that
these similar proportions should govern form at any scale, the
Japanese building system is concerned with finding the actual
dimensional value of the body within residential structures of any
size. The most articulate example of this principle is found in
the straw mat, "tatami," a prefabricated element which is used
throughout the residence as a uniform floor surface. Its propor-
tion is a double square and is equivalent to half a module of the
ken planning grid, thus measuring 3' x 6'. The tatami was origin-
ally conceived as a portable mat to be laid on the ground. Its
dimensions were thus determined as an ideal size to support either
two men sitting in conversation or one man sleeping. At a later
time the tatami became a more formalized system of floor cover
which influenced residential design by confining all room sizes
to an even multiple of the modulating mat. In this way, the human
body was functionally associated with each space in the house in
which the tatami was present, as well as with the structural system
to which the tatami is related.
The smaller elements of construction, posts, beams, infill
panels, screen members, etc. . . , are all tied to the modulation
of the "ken," but via a decimal divisioning system. One tenth of
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a "ken" defined the sides of the square posts and one tenth of
that dimension served as the module for all other wood members.
This very elaborate system of measure not only appeared at the
size of the individual house but the "ken" grid was used as a
modulating framework for the whole of the Japanese city, bringing
all development within a rational and preconceivable coordinating
order.
There was some conflict, though, between the ken grid and
the tatami mat. The conflict resulted, within this system of
measure, in the evolution of two design processes, The ken grid
was concerned with the center to center distance between columns,
whereas the tatami mats filled in the clear width between column
spacings leaving a discrepancy of measure equaling one column's
width. The Japanese carpenter solved the problem in one of two
ways. Either he filled the discrepancy with a specially fabricated
piece of wood plank, a transition between the two systems, or he
employed tatami mats of varying dimensions (pre-fabricated mats of
five sizes were sufficient to handle all possible room/tatami
combinations). This conflict is a central problem within the
development of any prefabricated building system and the Japanese
example shows the full extent of the solutions possible.
The ken grid is a system of measure which fulfilled the
Plan of Fujiwara Capital (Nara Prov.)
7th century.
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Tatami layout sketch. The family
itself sketches the floor plan, using
the tatami as the ordering unit.
needs of a process of design distinctly different from that which
offered shape to the works of the great social and religious monu-
ments of both the eastern and western world. Symmetry, as under-
stood by Plato and his followers, was here ignored. The use of
a controlling grid was motivated by a desire for an expression
and appearance of visual units. This unity was not to be achieved
by means of a bounded and hierarchical commodulation of all parts
to one another as well as of all parts to the whole. Instead unity
is achieved, within an open system, by the additive composition of
like parts, similar in both material and dimension. In general
the ken grid is not a result of a priorly established aesthetic
goal but rather evolved out of a value for functional adaptability.
The grid set the range for the economical possibilities of both
space and material, -linking them to the size of man.
The ken grid organized and standardized a method of produc-
tion which unified the building trade and made the architect, as
we presently know him, obsolete. The system of construction within
the grid was so elaborately articulated, and well known by the
carpenters' trade, that it was sufficient, as a set of working
drawings, for a family to dispose an allocation of rooms on a
drawn grid; the design process was limited solely to the composing
of rooms of variously fixed sizes, the choosing of materials, and
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the deciding of how to orient the room with regard to the outside
garden. The system was so widely understood, as everyone had
experienced the possible room shapes in others' homes, that a
family designing their home on the grid knew what to expect
within each space. However, the whole could be adapted to their
particular site and family size,
The cubic frame of the ken grid produced a spatial character
within the Japanese house which is an addition of volumetrically
discrete and bounded rectangular rooms, the walls of which slide
open to allow extension of view and movement through the rooms or
verandas beyond. The concern behind such an articulation was to
meet the prerequisite quality for residential space: finiteness.
This is because of man's most fundamental
psychological demand that house convey the
feeling and awareness of being in.2 2
The common interpretation of the Japanese house as continuous
space is not true. The wooden frame work and heavy transom sur-
rounding each room clearly state the limits of the space of the
room even when the wall screens are removed. One is someplace,
even when physical or visual mobility outwards is relatively
unhindered. The residential garden is contemplated from a static
and secure place within.
22. Engels, H. The Japanese House--A
Tradition for Contemporary Archi-
tecture, Charles E. Tuttle Co.,
Tokyo and Vermont, 1964, p. 247.
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The assemblage of rooms within the "ken" planning grid is
analogous to crystalline formation. The Japanese house, as does
the growing crystal, need have no predetermined final form. The
open grid accepts over and over again the addition of unit volumes.
And in functional terms this allows the Japanese family to expand
by adding indefinitely to its residence as the household grows
either in number or in wealth.
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However, unlike crystalline formation, where addition of the
crystals must occur in relation to their axis of symmetry, the
rooms of the Japanese house are added in a much freer fashion. In
ideal conditions the crystals pack and establish concretely in
their form the symmetry of their governing structure; they make
manifest the grid that governs. The rooms of the Japanese house
add with a greater flexibility, They slip and slide past one
another, not unconfined to fully building the underlying grid. The
flexibility allows the family to achieve a greater variety of
adjacencies between rooms, e.g., the wall of one room can be opened
up to two other rooms which share its boundary.
The open quality of the grid planning system allows for the
design of a "ragged edge" plan for the Japanese house. In this way
the house not only confronts the garden landscape but begins to
enclose it within its territory. The garden and house interlock,
increasing the visual and physical association between inside and out.
The Japanese house is a vivid example of the character of the
open grid. It makes manifest the formal possibilities offered by
its underlying geometric structure and demonstrates that the grid
serves well the functional demands of material standardization and
spatial flexibility, while offering an environment of visual con-
sistancy, physical variety and human scale.
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Egyptian wall relief on the tomb of
King Zoser.
Proportional analysis of the plan of the
tomb of Ramses IV.
23. Ghyka, op. cit., p. 139.
24. Ibid., p. 112.
Grids of Symmetry; Dynamic
Egyptian
The earliest findings of the existence of "harmonic" organi-
zation within monumental art and architecture are those discovered
by researchers studying the tombs of Egypt. The Egyptians used
a network of vertical and horizontal lines to manufacture both
statues and architectural structures. The basis of the Egyptian
system was the square. The square grid was used to organize compo-
sitions of wall relief. The square, as described earlier, held
special mystical and symbolic interpretations: "its four sides
regarded as the symbol of the four elements and thus materiality." 3
The square and cube were used as frames for figures and statues of
importance and shaped the plan of the great pyramids. Harmonic
structuring, in this context, has been found primarily in decompo-
sitions within the square, as it was used in the placement and
design of the tombs of the great pharoahs within the pyramid's
square perimeter, as well as the location of important figures in
square formatted wall reliefs.24
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Greek
Dynamic symmetry has also been found to be extensively
present in the compositions of the art and architecture of ancient
Greece. That there was an abundant use of geometric systems in
the work of that period comes as no real surprise, after examining
the writing that remains from the Greek scholars. They are steeped
in reference to mathematics as the discipline which best describes
the order of their universe. For such men of the time as Pythagoras
or Plato, the universe was conceived as a harmoniously ordered
whole, "everything is arranged according to number."25 For the
Greeks, their science of numerology, relationships between numbers,
took the form of geometric constructions rather than numerical
equivalents. Thus it would seem reasonable to assume that the
Greeks felt comfortable with the incommensurable numbers because
the length could have been constructed if not precisely measured.
For Plato this geometry was "pursued for the sake of know-
ledge of what eternally exists, and not what comes for a moment
25. Plato, "Republic," from Ghyka, 86.
into existence and then perishes." Mathematics, i.e., geometry cit., p. 86.
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26. Ardalan, Naer, and Laleh Bakhtiar.
The Sense of Unity: A Sufi Tradi-
tion in Persian Architecture,
University of Chicago Press,
Chicago and London, 1973, p. 21.
27. Plato, "Philebus," Ghyka, op. cit.,
p. 83.
28. Ghyka, op. cit., p. 172.
and number, due to its grounding on a foundation of objectivity
and rationality, had acquired a symbolic aspect through an associa-
tion with the ideal order of the cosmos. Its internally autonomous
nature, independent of man and his subjective tastes, had caused
it to represent both universal and eternal truth.
Order and proportion are viewed as cosmic laws
whose processes man undertakes to comprehend
through arithmetic, geometry, and harmony.26
Mathematics became the basis of aesthetics and its use, for the
structuring of artistic endeavors, assured the work of its beauty.
But by beauty of shape I want you here to
understand not what the multitude generally
means by this expression, like the beauty of
living beings or of paintings representing
them, but something alternatively rectilinear
and circular, and the surfaces and solids which
one can produce from the rectilinear and
circular, with compass, set square and rule.
Because these things are not, like the others,
conditionally beautiful, but are beautiful in
themselves .27
Structure and number stood for the invariant relationships
that existed within and between all forms of matter in the world
and were "the only things which count in our perception--or rather
reconstruction, of the external world."28 The imbedding of the
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'- .7 The five Platonic solids composing the
universe, after Johann Kepler.
five Platonic bodies within one another and the presence of the
golden section dominating their morphological relations is one of
the most important examples of this attitude. Plato, in the
Timaeus, established a correspondence between each regular body
anu 3o-4c elemaent in nature; the cube-earth, tiie icosahedron-water,
the octahedron-air, the tetrahedron-fire. And all of these could
be firmly imbedded within the dodecahedron which thus became the
geometrical symbol for the harmony of the whole, or cosmos.
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The Parthenon (Harmonic Analysis by
Hambidge).
Ideal proportions of Ionic volute.
29. Ibid., p. ix.
C
The task of the artist, who adopted this world view, was to
construct a work which exemplified such an order and externalized
the eternally valid and beautiful archetypes, or ideas, which
mathematics represented, so as to make them apparent to man. In
fact, the Greek temple, the archetypal religious building, served
as the link between macrocosmos (the world) and the microcosmos
(man). It was a proportional mean between the two. Greek art and
architecture satisfied this condition through their planning and
conception "according to a preexisting system of proportions, as a
'symphonic' composition, ruled by a 'dynamic symmetry' correspond-
ing in space to musical eruthythmy in time." 2 9 The existence of
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such symmetry has been found amongst a myriad of examples of Greek
artifacts, whether a Greek vase, bas relief, ionic volute, or
temple facade. Within these examples it seems that 5 and 0 are
the most frequent values to appear. Perhaps this is because of
the greater variety of possible structures which each can produce.
But some speculation tends to suggest that 5 and 0, being found
as proportions in the well-build mature male figure, are thus
suitable proportions serving the purpose of rooting the order of
man, thus universe, to the order of his physical environment.
This geometric system which relates man to his environment is not
based upon the dimensions of the human body but solely on its ViV
proportional similarity. The design formula is an aesthetic tool
and not necessarily functional. It implies a separation between
the subject and the object of the art work. Man is intended to
stand outside of the temple and marvel at its precise composition;
through this detached observation he is to understand both himself
and the world in which he lives,
Medival
Harmonic analysis of Greek urn
(Hambidge).
The geometric discoveries of ancient Egypt and Greece found
their way into use by artists, architects and builders of the
middle ages in Europe, but such knowledge became inbued with a
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great deal of mythic and religious connotation, and for the most
part was shrouded in darkness, Myth concerning the supernatural
powers which specific geometries might contain were so popular
that, for example, it was common practice to wear a silver disc
with a square cut in it, on a necklace, believing that it would
ward off plague.3 0
The transference of the knowledge of geometric properties and
formulas, amongst' the architects and master masons, was passed on
from father to son and remained the acquisition of only a privileged
few who were members of the unions and secret societies which uni-
fied these craftsmen.
Mason's marks.
30. Munari, op. cit., p. 24.
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The fundamental Gothic diagram, the Key-Diagram, transmitted
from master to master (as part of the initiation procedure within
these secret societies), was based on a pentagon and decagon or
other regular polygon, placed within a circle. Such diagrams came
from the planning schemes used by builders and master masons to
locate and stake out the floor plans of the great Gothic cathedrals.
As Moessel had discovered in the analysis of these structures,
the geometric shapes of the massive cathedrals
could all be reduced, for the horizontal plans
as well as for the vertical facades or sections,
to the inscription within a circle, or several
concentric circles of one or several polygons
on the horizontal plane. This directing circle
was sometimes divided into 4, 8 or 16 equal
parts (from the earthly square and octagon).
More frequently by the more subtle division
into 10 or 5 parts.3 1
The pentagon and decagon appear most frequently presumably because
of their compositional richness as well as their association to the
golden section.
This method or measurement is assumed to serve functional
purposes as well as symbolic, for it is the method by which a plan
may be transposed onto a ground surface. As in many other earlier
periods of civilization, a sacred point in the landscape was
Proportions of the Cathedral of Chalous-
sur-Marne. Cross section.
Mason's mark.
31. Chyka, op. cit., p. 142.
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Duomo of Milan, elevation/section.
Caesar Caesariano, 1521.
I
Standard Gothic plan (Moessel).
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located by the religious leader for a temple's altar. The priest,
attaching a rope of given length to a pole at the sacred center
and using the rope as radius, paced off the circular bounds of the
cathedral's territory. By observing the shadow which the center
pole cast, the directions of the globe could be determined and an
orienting polygon could then be inscribed to locate the cathedral
in relation to the cardinal points and the stars. The polygon and
circle would determine proportions locating all subsequent building.
In this process the circle was a most evident symbol of the unity
perceived to be embodied in the constructed religious edifice.
This divisioning of the sphere or circle by inscribing regular
polygons has constituted the basis of all traditional laws of
32
proportion.
The Modulor
The principles of "dynamic" symmetry fell from popular use,
in the western world, with the advent of the new architectural
theories of the Renaissance. It was not until the 20th century
that "dynamic" symmetry resurfaced in the work of the architect,
Le Corbusier. He developed a system of measure called the
Modulor, which took the mathematical and aesthetic design prin-
ciples, evident in ancient design, and attempted to root them in 32. Ardalan, op. cit., p. 52.
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the dimensions of the human body. His system took place as part
of a general revival of a consciousness toward the apparent
rationalism of the process of design. His search for a system of
measure and design was professed to be rooted in the observable
processes of form making present in nature.
The call was for a renewal of the decorative
elements by the direct study of plants, animals,
the changing sky. Nature is order and law,
unity and diversity without end, subtlety,
harmony, and strength,
The derivation of the system comes from the divisioning of a
vertically-oriented double square dimensioned so that it might
Diagram of the Modulor showing the
relationship of a man's body to the
proportioning system.
33. Le Corbusier. Le Modulor, M.I.T.
Press, Cambridge, 1968 (reprint),
p. 25.
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circumscribe a man with arm uplifted. The line horizontally bi-
secting the double square presumably locates the man's navel and
the line defining a golden rectangle,bounded in the lower portion
of the double squarelocates the top of the man's head. These
heights became the modules for a particular Fibonacci series, and
its double. The series consisted of measurable values approximat-
ing the incommensurable golden series. The Fibonacci series, as
earlier described, is a geometric series resulting from an additive
process; it could thus be adapted to the task of both dimensioning
building components and confining them within a set of interrelated
dimensional values.
Corbu offered the Modulor to the architectural community with
the hope of unifying the building trade within a system of measure,
similar to the way harmonic scales structure music composition.
Unlike the position which Plato and his neo-Pythagorean followers
took towards the importance and aesthetic meaning of their geometric
system, Corbu, whether or not he sympathized with their attitude,
argued for the acceptance of his system on the grounds of functional
necessity. The Modulor was intended to unite the two disparate
systems of measure which were, and still are, prevalent: the
foot/inch and the metric system. The first is a difficult counting
system out of "sync" with the logic of the decimal system yet
illlii
The Modulor applied to a panel system
allows such variations.
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POUR VOS EXPORTATIONS DE FRUITS ET LtGUMES
AU DWPART DE L'AFRiOUE DU NORD
crdjsy LES EMBALLAGES
Le Corbusier imagined the Modulor as an
ideal system of measure to coordinate
packing of goods shipped internationally.
34. Ibid., p. 18.
grounded in the scale of the human body. Uhereas, the metric scale
is based on our decimal counting system, but has no direct refer-
ence to the dimensions of the body.
Corbu's insistence on the need of an internationally accepted
system of measurement is supported by his observation that in this
modern world "everything is becoming-indeed, has already become,
interdependent."34 The Modulor in Corbu's terms would serve most
elegantly the growing processes of standardization and mass produc-
tion. In essence, the Modulor was an ideal packing system.
For Le Corbusier and his followers, although no longer pre-
pared to praise the merits of geometric systems as the-models of
cosmic order, still held a belief in the progressive possibilities
which they felt that rational processes and systems held. In this
way geometric order still held an association with a possibly
achievable ideal social harmony. Geometry served as a valid order
in a technologically progressive society.
The principles of the Modulor are all very commendable and
heroic in their concerns for harmony and human dimension, yet a
closer look at the true fact of the system uncovers some striking
contradictions. Firstly there is no universal dimension common to
all men. Amongst any population, the mapping of heights is distri-
buted within a bell curve; an average height is determinable, yet
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I ' ~ / ' .'A I x i Dimensions of man found in the Modulor.
few people really share that height. Corbu found this phenomenon
a problem when he brought the Modulor to the United States and
found that the average height was substantially greater than in
Europe. In reality Corbu's system is mathematical in nature and
not necessarily "human." The human body merely contributes an 226
order of magnitude. The central concern is actually for a propor-
tional congruence between the different scales of a building.
This suggests that the Modulor is an aesthetic system, ordering 113
form which is to be appreciated from a distance. Again as in more 70 86
ancient systems, subject and object are separated. The resulting 3
building is "the remote object of sympathetic appreciation.
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Regulating lines applied to the facades
of Villa Stein a Garches. 1927.
35. Arnheim, op. cit., p. 225.
Wandering man in the world of chaos finds within the building an
order with which he can empathize." 3 5
As a proportional system, the Modulor's value is in its
ability to structure surfaces at many scales in the proportion of
either 1:2 or 1:0 (the golden section). Both are readily perceiv-
able by the eye. In this way there is a proportional continuity,
for the observer's eye, between the smaller and larger units of the
design. This, geometrically and visually, helps to tie the whole
structure together, a common goal of artistic design. But in
actual fact the arithmetic progression does not guarantee this
continuity; it only suggests it. Only by choosing consecutive
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terms in the series will these intended proportions be achieved.
Thus, although the series is infinitely expandable, its expansion
is always a bounded one within the perimeter of an ideal proportion.
The Modulor is as well an object-oriented measuring device.
As a tool for coordinating processes of standardization and
mass production, the Modulor was almost flawless; yet it never
gained its intended international acceptance. The building trade
was simply too large and established in its traditional methods of
dimensional coordination, to be convinced by such a romantically
based system of measurement.
In the end the Modulor remains just another interesting system
of measure, representative of an "idea" of harmony, even if in
actuality such harmony is forever unachievable.
Grids of Symmetry; Static
Static symmetry is concerned with the same goal as dynamic
symmetry, establishing a geometric correspondence between the
various parts of a composition, and between the parts and the whole.
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It differs from dynamic symmetry with regard to both the propor-
tions which are achievable in the system as well as the derivational
procedure which generates the grid of measure. Static symmetry is
based upon the division of a rectangle into a set of rectangles
fully measurable by whole number multiples of a unit square. The
quality of the grid is determined from the value placed on particu-
lar ratios. Some are considered better than others.
Vitruvius
Vitruvius, the Roman architect of the 1st century B.C., in
his interpretation of the writings of both Pythagoras and Plato,
was one of the first theorists to describe a coherent system based
on "static symmetry." As Vitruvius believed,
Symmetry resides in the correlation by measure-
ment between the various elements of the plan,
and between each of these elements and the
whole . . . As in the human body . . . it
proceeds from proportion--the proportion which
the Greeks called analogia. [What Vitruvius
added, as his own understanding of the Greek
philosophers' intention, was that] this sym-
metry is regulated by the modulus, the standard
of common measure (belonging to the work con-
sidered) which the Greeks called the number ,. .36
36. Ghyka, op. cit., p. x. Vitruvius based his theory on the basic assumptions of Pythagorean
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mathematics. Numbers in this system were neither mere quantities
nor were they abstract.
To the Pythagoreans, who were essentially
number magicians, numbers . . . had fixed or
predictable, geometric, psychological, moral,
and even personal natures, The relation of
one number to others was perceived according to
cultural and social models, 37
For Vitruvius, as in Pythagorean mathematics, the square and
cube were important not only geometrically but also numerically, for
they were considered "the source of all number and form." This
geometric artifact gave special value to all square or cubic
numbers. In fact, Plato divided the whole series of natural
numbers into two classes: those which were square (equilateral)
and all others, The number one, of course, was conceived of as
the most "real" number, for whether squared or cubed it retained
its original value. It was, thus, considered a stable number and
the father of all other numbers. In like fashion, the geometric
square or cube was considered the father of all form. These
figures were both unity and source. The significance of the square
and cubic numbers, in this context, was that they were the result
of other numbers which, in their self-multiplication, were return-
ing to the source of unity. It was for this reason that followers
37. Hersey, G.L. Pythagorean Palaces,
Cornell University Press, Ithaca
and London, 1976, p. 7.
38. Ibid., p. 19.
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of Pythagoras liked to organize their writings in volumes alluding
to the principles of the cube:
They established that 216 lines (6 ) of words
formed a cube, and thought there ought to be
no more than three [of these cubes] in any
single piece of writing.3 9
The solidity and stability of the cube suggest that the lines of
the Greek drama in their cubic form would rest solidly in the mind
of the viewer and make the words memorable.
39. Ibid., p. 21.
Sectioned cube, from Caesariano.
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The whole of the universe in Platonic and Pythagorean specula-
tion was constructed from the compounded relationships derived from
the few basic numbers, 1, 2 and 3. Plato deduced from these numbers,
by squaring and cubing each, a framework of numbers which he felt
governed the works of God. The importance of such numbers were
recognized earlier by Pythagoras who found their interrelated ratios
useful as the base for his conception of musical harmony.40
Pythagoras had discovered that the intervals between notes could be
measured by the lengths of strings of the lyra, not by the
frequencies of the tones. The chords produced comparisons or combi-
nations of ratios, i.e., systems of harmonic proportions.
2:3 - Fifth
3:4 - Fourth
8:9 - Tone
1:2 - Octave
From this phenomenon in music, Plato generalized the importance of
these numbers as representing the hidden structure of the entire
cosmos. Vitruvius took this system of interrelated proportions and
expanded upon them, adding the numbers 6 and 10. (Their arithmetic
derivation was from the Platonic numbers, 1 + 2 + 3 = 6 and 1 + 2 +
3 + 4 = 10.)
Platonic Lambda. Diagram from F. Giogi,
De Harmonia Mundi.
I '1L~IVJ'PHhOLNVS*
Tubalcain, Pythagoras, Philolaos from
F. Gafurio Theorica Musice, 1492.
40. Wittkower, R. Architectural
Principles in the Age of Humanism,
Academy Editions, London, 1973
(reprint), p. 142.
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Supporting Vitruvius' number and proportional system was his
observation of these numerical relationships in the structuring of
the human body.
The parts of the body bore a definite propor-
tion to each other and to the entire frame
which could be expressed by even units of
measurement or even fractional parts . . . A
module is used to express this commensurable
relationship of part to whole.4 1
The module for the body (and in fact for all ancient measure) became
a man's foot. Six feet described the ideal height of a man. Six,
as well as being numeralogically important, linked the order of man
with an absolute relationship among numbers. This fact supported
for Vitruvius that these mathematical systems were general laws
governing the cosmos.
Support for his system was also found in his recognition that
the body of a man with outstretched arms could be circumscribed by
the plane figures of both the circle and the square. More speci-
fically he noted that,
Vitruvian figures from Fra Giocondo's The center of the two planes is located at
Edition of Vitruvius, Venice, 1511. the point in man's body which marks his
birth. 4 2
41. Hambidge, op, cit., p. 21.
42. Hersey, op. cit., p. 89. With the existence of such a relationship it was not hard to stretch
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one's mind to believe that geometry (the square and the circle),
connected to man's ambilicus, might have actually delivered him in
43
birth.
As man's body (a microcosm of the universe) contains such
symmetrical order Vitruvius felt that so should the architectural
works of man. He turned to the Greek temple as a prototype. The
Greek temple was the ideal "cubic father" of all architectural
endeavors.
From his interpretations of the Greek scholars, as well as
his speculation on cosmic numerology and geometry, Vitruvius
produced an explanation of the mathematical structuring of the
Greek temple, an explanation which later had a strong influence on
the architectural theorists of the Renaissance.
First, he stated that the cube, being the source of all
number and form, must be considered the module of the temple, as
well as the final form toward which the ideal structure tends.
Second, the cube, as modulus, described an invisible hypostyle frame-
work which pervades and gives measure to the Greek temple. And
third, the Greek temple was constructed within this framework by
means of proportional relationships (cubica ratio) derived from
45the Platonic, or cubic, number series. Thus the Greek temple was
conceived as pervaded by an invisible and perfect body, in a similar
fashion as the earth was conceived of as being pervaded by a cube.
--
Recipe for the proper proportions of the
Corinthian order. After Vitruvius.
43. Ibid., p. 91.
44. Ibid., p. so.
45. Ibid., p. 60.
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Greek temple set into a grid of Ideae.
Vitruvius, in his Ten Books of Architecture, took further
the Pythagorean metaphysics of number and transformed them into a
set of formulae which controlled all parts of the buildings with a
single modulus.
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Renaissance
Vitruvius' theories were discovered and carried further by
the theorists of the Renaissance. It was at this. time that the
wonder of mathematics, previously held secret by the craftsman of
the Middle Ages, were made public through the writings of such
scholars as Leon Batista Alberti and Sebastiano Serlio. Alberti
revived the classical view of the order of the universe, espousing
that two realms of the cosmos existed: one which is unknowable
(absolute) and the other knowable (imperfect material), each the
image of the other. Man, of course, resided in the imperfect realm
of the knowable.46
In Alberti's theory, the individual as. well as man's social
systems were seen as imperfect replicas of God, Who was, and resided
in, the absolute. Mathematics, because it was believed to be common
to both of these worlds, mediated them.4 7
The task, then, for the 15th century architect, was to
incorporate these mathematical relationships within his work in
order to expose the harmony of his world. Beauty resided within the
rational integration of all parts of a building in such a way that
every part had its fixed size and shape according to proportional
46. Bell, D. "Unity and Aesthetics of
Incompletion in Architecture,"
Architectural Design, 7/79, p. 176.
47. Ibid., p. 178.
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Leonardo da Vinci. Vitruvian figure,
drawing, Academia, Venice.
48. Alberti from Bell, op. cit., p. 175.
49. Hersey, op. cit., p. 90.
relationships.
Nothing could be added or taken away without
destroying the harmony of the whole.4 8
Geometric unity became the analogy for the unity of the cosmos and
was concretized in the architectural works of man.
To suit their need, the Renaissance theorists revised and
expanded the Vitruvian methods and principles for mathematical
symmetry. The cube and square remained the generators of form and
number and served to set out a spatial matrix in which form was
constructed. The Pythagorean number system, which Vitruvius pre-
scribed, was also used, but Alberti and others of his peers extended
the series in order to describe more subtle numerical relationships.
However, a significant change occurred in the interpretation of the
relationship between the origin of mathematics and the human body.
If for Vitruvius a man's body begets a square
and a circle, for the Renaissance hermetist a
square or circle begets a man.49
All of a sudden man became the center and source for all valid
architectural form and was present in buildings via geometry.
Both the plans and elevations of the Renaissance buildings
were based upon the square or their "logically derived" rectangles.
The cube, as signifier of earth and ideal form, determined the
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shape of many of the important religious or civic buildings. The
cube was felt to be ideal, not only in its role as shaping a
building's exterior volume, but also for determining the shape of
the interior rooms. The actual shape and proportion given to rooms
depended upon their importance in relation to the overall disposi-
tion of spaces in a functional hierarchy.
Thin long shapes must be limited to 'anpiti,
loggie, . . . E finestre.' Long shapes are
expressly forbidden to salas, and cameras and
to vestibules, be it noted, because of their
offensiveness to 'those who know. 50
The grand and noble spaces were those which approached the propor-
tions of the cube, i.e., the central court or grand hall, whereas
the ignobal space, i.e., circulation spaces, utilitarian rooms or
Diagrams of the Facades of S. Maria
Novella. Alberti.
-S
AA
Francesco di Giorgio. Drawing from Cod.
Magliab., Bibliotec Nazionale. Florence.
50. Ibid., p. 53.
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Methods for establishing room volumes, AL
from Cesariano.
loggias, were elongated and directional. Thus the room shapes
received their value in relation to the cube. Alberti, Serlio and
Palladio, in their treatises on architecture, went as far as
recommending the proper proportions that a room should be given.
Palladio lists seven room shapes: (1) circular,
(2) square, (3) the diagnoal of the square for
the length of the body, i.e., 2: and a square
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and a third, i.e., 3:4, (5) a square and a half,
i.e., 2:3, (6) a square and two thirds, i.e.,
3:5, (7) and two squares, i.e., 1:2.51
For the most part, these proportions are identical to the harmonic
proportions discovered by Pythagoras, and espoused by Vitruvius,
with the single exception of the proportion 2:1, the only incommen-
surable number used in the work of the Renaissance theorists.
The cube frame, a grid on which architectural plans were
cast, was used in order to relate numbers and, consequently, ideas
to the Renaissance buildings. This grid was an imaginary architec-
ture, a graphic descent from a higher architecture, which could be
reduced to the purity of an algorithm of words and numbers.
'It is proper,' says Albert, 'to lay out entire
designs in the mind and soul without reference
to materials.' 5
The grid, based on a rational form or order, allowed architecture to
be described in purely conceptual terms. In this way the building
was reduced to a transference of an idea, an idea of a transcendent
nature. The architect, in essence, took on the role of an earthly
god making manifest, through his work, the higher order of the true
Leonardo da Vinci. Design of a church,
Ms. B. Inst. de France, Paris (detail).
51. Wittkower, op. cit., p, 108.
52. Hersey, op. cit., p. 65.
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Pallazzo Farnese.
gods' nature. Architecture was a body to be observed and through
its observation helped man to understand the way he thinks.
The building as material was conceived only as the outer
flesh of a geometric idea; in fact, once constructed, the "true"
proportions were lost in the thickness of the walls. This reality
was not a concern for the architects for it simply supported their
belief that the material world was a corruption of the mental or
ideal world.
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Grids of Measure; Conclusion
As has been seen "static" and "'dynamic" symmetry are, in principle,
similar to one another. Both are concerned with commodulations of
all parts within a bounded frame, establishing a visual unity via
geometric unity, The nature of their differences are in the pro-
portions which each system generates. "Static" symmetry, as the
name suggests uses the square as module to achieve proportions
valued for their relationship to an elementary set of numbers (1,
2, 3 and their squares and cubes). Proportions achieved are in
essence static and stable, with that of the square being the most
highly valued. "Dynamic" symmetry, on the other hand, appears as
directional form and is used to achieve proportions which are stable
yet charged with tension. (As is the property of the golden section)
Its quality was best observed in the structuring of certain organic
forms.
Both systems have value from their ability to modulate visual
compositions within particular rhythms which are continuous at all
levels of the constructed work. The eye is led easily and comfort-
ably through the different scales of the visual pattern finding
similar shapes at various sizes. However the danger of these
measuring systems, as employed in architecture, is that they are
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based on proportional relationships and not necessarily dimensional
ones. Thus man may be left out as a direct participant in his
environment. Both systems make reference to the human body but
only with regard to similarity to his shape and not his size.
When these systems were employed in the architectural monu-
ments of ancient civilizations the motive for their use was to help
man identify himself with an edifice which in turn was a model for
a larger order, whether natural or divine, thus associating man with
that order. For example: the anthropomorphically proportioned and
structured Greek temple, concretizing the presence and character of
the gods inhabiting man's landscape, allowed man to recognize him-
self as an integral part of a commodulated cosmos, The measure for
architecture, in this case, was used for the sake of visual obser-
vation.
This is not to say that the dimensions of man cannot be
incorporated in these systems, the modulor has given us an example
of dynamic symmetry associated with these dimensions, It's simply
that the basis of these systems are not grounded in such a premise.
In contrast to these grids of symmetry is the open grid, as
seen in the example of the Japanese ken. The open grid is a system
of measure directly rooted in dimension, rather than proportion,
and in this case the dimension of the human body. It is a system
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which directly supports the participation of man in his architecture,
accommodating human contact, and identifying the physical presence
of man throughout his built environment. Thus it should be seen as
particularly valid in a residential setting.
The open grid also supports a visual and aesthetic unity, as
do the grids of symmetry, however this unity is one of uniformity
of texture and size rather than similarity of shape. The propor-
tions found in the open grid are based on the square and thus static
and stable yet the system as a whole is open to growth and thus
dynamic in its possibilities for optional extension.
All grids of measure which have been discussed here are useful
for the necessary task of establishing physical and visual rhythm in
architectural design. The three systems discussed cover the general
range of possible methods of measure derived from the geometry of
the square. It's been the intention of this chapter to illuminate
the properties, characters and historical meanings of each so that
their use may be informed by an understanding of their possibilities
as well as their limitations.
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Conclusion
Today we no longer hold such stock in the value that Euclidian
geometric systems of systems of basic numerology have had to the
scholars and cultures of the past. The content of the philosophies
which linked mathematics to the cosmos are presently useless to us
now, as we are dubious of their absolute truth. The range and
scope of scientific inquiry has far surpassed that which was known
to the well educated Renaissance man.
In the 1840's, Cayley and Grassmann invented
space of more than three dimensions . . . A
reduction of geometry to a form of pure logic,
for these geometries make no assumption that
their postulates represent actual space, . . .
They assert only that given those postulates
such and such consequences follow from them.1
1. Ivins, W.H. Art and ceometry, This view of geometry supported, or was supported by a profound
Dover Publications, Inc., N.Y,,
1964, p. 102. change in attitude with regard to the way man viewed "scientific
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truth." Although the new geometric spaces were not directly useful
to the activities of our day to day world, they did help to illumin-
ate the relativistic quality of any geometric system.
Today geometry has ceased to be the truth and
[has] become a form of art marked by lack of
contradiction above rather a superficial
level . . . We know that the number of possible
geometries is very large and that any of them
as a form of mathematics is only true in virtue
of its form.2
Euclidian geometry no longer holds the magic which it once had.
For example, the golden number has a great many remarkable aspects,
but it is far from being the only interesting formula: mathematics
is very rich in curious formulas that play an important role in
science.3 But this relatively new awareness of the nature of
geometry does not invalidate the importance of Euclidian geometric
systems in the structuring of form, it simply alters the point of
view from which we observe the relationships of forms to one another
in our orthogonal space. In the days of the Renaissance and before,
. . . mathematics was the science of a static
universe. Any transition was conceived as a
transition of static forms. Today we conceive
of forms of transition.4
2. Ibid., p. 96.
3. Molnar, F., "The Unit and the Whole:
Fundamental Problem of the Plastic
Arts," from Module, Proportion,
Symmetry and Rhythm, Braziller,
1966, p. 207.
4. Ivins, op. cit., p. 101.
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Geometries and geometric systems are thus useful as descriptive
devices with regard to their generation as well as their static
condition.
It's been the intention of this thesis to not only show the
functional importance of the square, and its derivative formal
systems, in man's architectural environment, but also to show their
potential as the basis of form which is descriptive of the genera-
tional processes by which it came to be.
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